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ABSTRACT

Recent U.S. coun decisions striking down affirmative action policies in college

admissions have caused universities to seek diversity prog,ams that can hold up to public
and

Jesa1 scrutiny while maintaining diversity on campus.

The purpose of this thesis is to

study the preference programs of other countries and determine if successful elements
could be duplicated here in the United States. Specifically, the study looks at whether
countries who use equality of opponunity prog,ams (which forus on training initiatives)
are more successful in increasing enrollment and hiring numbers of minorities than

equality of outcome measures (which f
ocus on quotas). The study also asked the larger
theoretical question of whether preference programs are sucoesaful in distributing
valuable higher education resources to minorities?
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Introduction and Statement or Problem

America's preferential policies in higher education are in crisis. The Jaws, which

were enacted through presidential executive orders, as well as through court decisions

like R,eacnts of the UnivmilY of California y, Bakke (1978), have come under fire in

recent decades. Battered by weakening public opinion and legal battles, the current

retrenchment in affinnativc action has led many opponents to try to .mid not m.md.

affinnative action in the United States.

This crisis has stemmed from the idea that preferential policies like affinnative

action in the U.S. have lost their impact. Three reasons are given for this decline. First,

affirmative action has been marred by a rationale which sees the policy as a payment to

Aftican Americans for slavery. Today many whites in America feel this debt has been

paid over the years and as such, preferential policies are no longer needed. Second, the

enrollment numbers of African American college students began to reach parity with

their percentage of the population in the 1990s (AUAA, 1997). Third, the concepts of

preferential treatment for minorities nins against the American ideals of equality and all

men being created equal.

As such, affirmative action has legally come under fire in the U.S., making the

use of quotas for minorities in higher education illegal and unenforceable.

7

This began

with tho case ofl\eynts of tho Univenity of California v. Balle (1978) which stated that

tho univenity's pref
erence policy of td1lng aide a fixed number of-11 for mioorities

violated Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Despite this ruling. tho l!lkG decision did

state lhal using diversity as a rationale f
or preference programs was admissible. However,

this

idea

was

chalJengcd

in the case of Hopwood v,

lhe

University of Texas Law School

( 1996). In this case a Fifth Cirruit Court ruled that using different test scores for

minorities

that

in

admissions were

using the

idea

illegal

in

Texas. Louisiana and Missis.,ippi. It

also ruled

of increasing diversity as a basis f
or preference policies was weak.

After rulings like these, minority enrollments in higher education dropped sharply for

minority students at tho Univenity of Texas and the University of California system

(Gray, 1996). Currently, a lawsuit aimed at coding the Univenity of Michigan's

preference policies could go to lhe Supreme Court, possibly overturning affirmative

action in the United States (Gratz v. Bollinser. 2002).

These events have caused university admissions officers, scholars, policymakers

and defenders of the program to look for other solutions for increasing diversity on

campus. Universities are f
ocusing on solutions that do not use quotas, do not focus on

race and can hold up to public and legal scrutiny. These new policies forus heavily on

recruiting

qualified

minorities from olher states, and competing with private colleges and

univenities by offering more filllJlcial aid.

Univenities are also looking to use equality of opportunity programs, which lay

out equal rules f
or admissions and do not allow quow. When preference policies are

enacted under equality of opportunity

programs they are mostly training initiatives to

8

help the beneficiary group compete equally with non-beneficiary group members in jobs

and education. Equality of outcome measures by contrast focus more on quotas,

reservations and set-asides to redress past discrimination.

While affinnative action literature in the U.S. is full of preference policy options

for universities, which range from class-based initiatives to percentage plans, few authors

have attempted to look overseas in order to gain solutions from our intemationaJ

neighbors.

This is especially true when it comes to investigating the types of equality of

opportunity policies enacted overseas. This study intends to fill that gap by looking to see

if

solutions for the United States' beleaguered affirmative action policies can be found by

investigating the preference policies of Great Britain, India and South Africa.

Pu mos or this Studv

The purpose of this thesis is to study the preference programs of other countries in

regards to higher education and detennine if successful elements there could be

duplicated by policy makers and universities here in the United States. The study

theorises that there are two types of programs when it comes to dealing with preference

policies. equality of opportunity measures and equality of outcome programs.

The study

looks at whether countries use equality of opportunity or equality of outcome measures

when it comes to increasing diversity in higher education.

In preparing this thesis, the author asked the following research question to guide

the study. Can equality of opportunity programs be successful in increasing enrollment

and hiring numbers of minorities in the United States? The study also asked the larger

9

ti-etical question of whether preference programs are successful in distributing

valuable hisb« educalion resources to mioorities? Throughoot the investigation of

reoearch questions, certain research criteria were studied including: what 111tionale is used

to create these policies, how the laws are structured, enforeed, implemented and what

backluh such policies trigger by non-beneficiaries. As part of these investigations, case

studies were created to provide lessons for U. S. universities and policymakers to

duplicate. Finally, the success of the preference policies studied were measured by

looking to see if the percentage of minorities en.rolled in higher education institutions are

at least in proportion with their overall percentage to the population.

Su•Nrv of FilKliaa trow tlle St11dv

The study found that equality of opportunity programs that focus on training. like

those in Great Britain. and equality of outcome programs that did not hinge on quotas,

like those in South Africa, were more effective at increasing minority enrollments than

the reservations (quota) system India employed. However, pref
erence were not successful

in increasing the number of minority faculty in all the countries studied.

It was also found that rationales other than redress were successful for preference

programs including avoidance of present day discrimination and using preference policies

as a way to help minorities overcome economic and educational disparities so they can

compete equally with the majority group. This is important from the U.S. perspective

because there is backlash among whites against the idea of redress as a rationale f
or

affirmative action in this country.

Some whites f
eel they should not be hdd liable today
10

for the actions of their ancestors.

Because rationales other than redress were feasible for

preli:reru:e policies, it is reeommeoded that U.S. aftirmalive actioo proponents shift f
ocus

from redress as a rationale and focus on using the program for avoidance of present day

discrimination. This could also coincide with a shift from equality of outcome programs

that use quotas to equality of opportunity programs.

As there was a correlation between rationale and backlash. this tactic might

reduce negative public opinion of the policy in the United States. While shifting focus in

this manner is difficult, it could be done with a well-targeted television and print media

public relations campaign. Studies of South Africa showed that using a public relations

campaign helped case opposition against preference policies by hard liner English and

Aliikaans speaking whites.

It was found that reference policies were often structured as one law within the

constitution, with provisions that allowed for both equality clauses and preference

policies. The structure of equality of opportunity programs showed they were more

successful when universities were given more autonomy in their design. This was

especially true in South Africa where autonomy helped lesson tensions about meritocracy

in preference programs in regards to student admissions.

Studies ofimplementation showed that despite a country's conunitment to

increasing diversity on campus, discrimination was still rampant at the universities. This

discrimination on campus sometimes hindered the implementation of preference

programs. This was especially true when it comes to hiring minority faculty.

II

The countries also provided interesting and innovative programs f
or the U.S. to

investigate and duplicltc. These include pro-c:um training fur improving standardized

test scores, university created testing measures to .see if low

scorins

students can do

college level work and summer classes f
or admissions and/or standardiud testing credit.

Another interesting idea is a class based or historical disadvantage system where extra

admissions points could be given for bright students whose family have no history of

going to college or who attend schools in low test scoring areas of the United States

regardless of race.

As for affirmative action being a viable way of redistributing resources,

it

was

found that such programs do not reach the poorest of the beneficiary groop. In this way,

the programs are not idea] at redistributing resources. However, the removal of such

programs is much more detrimental than keeping them in place. Instead, efforts rrwst be

made to insure the poorest beneficiary groups feel the positive effect of such programs.

Ooeratioo1I Definitions
In reading this document, there 5hould be some clarification of the terminology

used in order to avoid confusion. The meaning of a term in the U.S. may have a different

connotation in one of the countries' studied. To clarify these meanings., a list of

operational definitions are listed below.

Preference Policy:

This is a blanket term for any active punuit to promote the urterests

of and improve the employment and educational opportunities of minorities. the disabled
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and women. In Great Britain this term would be "positive action", in the U.S. this tennis

called "ldlirmative action," and in India it would be termed ''rese!vations".

Minority:

This term ref
ers to a group or population of a country who differ from others

in some characteristics and who are therefore often subjected to differential treatment. So

in this thesis, oven though the Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled Tribes of India and blacks in

South Africa make up the demographic majority of their countries they are considered

minorities in this thesis because they have been subjected to differential treatment that

lead to economic and educational disparities.

In Great Britain, the term minority takes on

a more demographic quality, f
or those in the country who are not white.

Study

lhdoaalc;

Why This Topi<; Sbquld

Be Studied

lbere are many reasons to study countries overseas for possible preference policy

solutions in higher education. One reason is that it is timely. The retrenchment of

thinking on affinnative action has caused there to be a lively debate on the topic both by

policy makers and scholars. Various solutions, such as class-based affirmative action and

percentage plans are already being discussed as ways of keeping diversity in the

dusroom on college campuses.

Second, affirmative action's place in the U.S. policy framework is fast losing its

footing. In the U.S., equality of outcome measures voluntarily used by universities to

increuc minorities at their institutions has come under extreme fire.

Thia backlash stems

from the f
act that many whites f
eel such preference policies are in fact reverse
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discrimination. Therefore, the United States needs to find a new rationale f
or affirmative

action. Perhaps countries facing similar situations have used rationales other than redress

in

their policies?

Third, while many scholars debate the merits and detractions of these solution,,

few scholars have investigated how other countries deal with this issue of race and

education.

In the growing field of affirmative action literature. only author. Steven Teles

has offered possible solutions for the U.S. using the British system of positive action as a

model (Teles, 1998). However, Teles' work only focuses on one coontry. Other countries

have established preferential policies and we can learn a lot from UQ1b the successes and

failures of these programs. Finally, in performing a multi-country research study, we will

not only provide policy makers with ideas on affirmative action solutions, but also add to

the literature on affinnative action as well.

Deoretical CoaaidmlitN
While this research study does not engage one particular theoretical framework as

a device to shape the form of this work, it does call upon the input of some theoretical

concepts in order to put preference programs in context.

These theories provide an

interesting background on the reasons for and problems with preference policies.

One theory worth rcw,wing regards the idea of a cultural division oflabor. A

UNESCO di.,cussion paper entitled, ''Some Thematic and Strategic Priorities f
or

Developing Research" (Medrano, n.d.) loob at this idea. The paper claims, "a cuhural

division of labour exists when one dominant ethnic group monopolizes the good positions
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and a subordinate ethnic groop is relegated to the bad positions (Medrano, n.d.)." In many

countries this can lead to ethnic conflict and the creation of preferential policies. In fact,

though it may be hard to see at fint, this is what has happened in tho United States. While

there was not an ethnic uprising such as that of Rwanda or Yugoslavia, the urban race

riots of the 1960s in the U S . were borne out of the frustration of subjugated minorities in

the labor market. This is relevant because

it

can be argued that the creation of preference

policies in all the countries studied for this thesis rose out of the disparities experienced

b
y

minorities in regards to a cultural division oflabor, in addition to other disparities

specific to each individual culture.

In addition, author

Gaby

Wciner weighs in on affirmative action with theories

regarding «quality" and «equality" developed by researcher K. Riley. Weiner writes that

Riley felt the concepts of"quality" and "equality" were related but in conflict. Quality

refers to the "identification of levels and standards, and equality to the distribution of

power and resources (Weiner, 1998)." She adds that a new definition of quality regards

maintaining and ensuring performance standards as important elements of equality

policies (Weiner, 1998). Riley expounds on the concepts of"equality" and "quality''

adding that,

b
y

••a tension exists between the two [ideals] which is based on values and

ideology so that key actors in the system can influence quality and equality outcomes in

favor of different groups in tho system (Weiner, 1998)." Riley goos further to add that

most strategies for pursuing change (whether this means in general or in affirmative

action is not clear) are based on ideas of ••equality of opportunity" or "equality of

outcome (Weiner, 1998)." Equality of opportunity is concerned with making sure that

15

the rules of the game, which Riley describes as employment or access to courses and

examinaliom,

OTO

lairly laid

out

fur UIC by all citiuns (Weiner, 1998). Coovendy,

equality of outcome n:lates to widening

ICCeSS

to employment, education and

examinations through "IIClioo designed to redress past imbalances. It has been an

essentially interventionist strategy aimed at redistributing resources and opportunities to

disadvantaged groups (Weiner, 1998)."

From the U.S. per,pective there is friction between the idea of"quality" in higher

education and "equality," the idea of everyone being able to experic:nce and benefit from

higher education. There is also extreme friction between the idea of pursuing equality of

opportunity over equality of outcome programs. To be successful in its own programs,

the U.S. needs to case the tens.ion between these two concepts and find balance between

the idea of offering equality for all and education for all.

The ideas of equality of outcome and equality of opponunity also provide a nice

theoretical basis in which to investigate the preference policies of other countries. Which

policy is ore successful. equality of opportunity or equality ofoutcome? Or does a policy

fall somewhere in the middle?

Finally, it is interesting that despite the oonllicls aflinnativc action creates,

countries still scck these programs as a solution f
or rcdistnbuting resources. Maybe this is

because the alternative of no programs presents an ever-bleaker problem. Thi., is what

makes studying other countries in this research intriguing. Certainly these countries have

met with opposition to their programs. How they deal with this opposition and more

importantly, how can we learn from it?
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CHAPTl:Rl

Utentore Review

(at[Oductiqo

The concept of affirmative action in higher education draws strong emotions and

this is reflected in the literature currently available on the topic. A3 a result, works on the

subject are mired in pa-sonal emotion and empirical data is sometimes twisted.

Unfortunately, this only convolutes discussions ofaffirmative action and its value to

those it is meant to help. few works have taken on affirmative action at face value, and

fewer still have studied higher education affirmative action programs overseas in order to

improve our understanding ofthc: policy here in the United States.

BCYiew of Literature bx Academics. Sociolo&ilts. aH Political StjepCistl

The 1990s saw an explosion of literature regarding affirmative .ction. Both

proponents and opponents of affirmative action put forth works which espoused both the

necessity and unconstitutional nature of the program. Yet some works stand out and

should be noted in a discussion of affirmative action here in this thesis.

First there is William G. Bowen and Derek Bok's much-celebrated book, The

Shape o
f lhe River: Long Term Cons,:quenas o
f Consi<kring Race in College and

University Admissions (Bowen, W.G. and Bok, D., 2000). This volume takes a look at the

issue of affirmative action in higher education by using hml evidence and DOI just

ideology to make its arguments. The former university administrators use empirical data
17

to justify their point of maintaining preference policies in higher education. In their study,

the authon ewnined the admissions policies and admissions records of 18 U.S.

universities and tracked 4,500 minority graduates who benefited from affirmative action

policies (Harling, 2000). The evidence provided a good look at how policies have

benefited minorities in the long term.

Other authors have weighed in on the affirmative action debate as well with

cmpirical data to offer solutions to mend the program in regards to higher education. One

such book is Princeton University professor. Dalton Conley's Being Blad. living in the

Red (1998). In the book, Conley investigates how well class--based policies would benefit

university admissions. First, Conley bases his methodology around the concept of wealth

held by whites and blacks instead of socio-economic background. which is normally

measured by income and occupational prestige.

What he finds is startling. He writes that

while poorer whites may benefit from class-based affirmative action,

it

would be a

disaster for lower and middle-class bt.cl<s (Boyd, 2000). This is because on paper while

the income of some poorer whites would be lower than middle class blacks, when income

and net worth are tallied the wealth of even poorer whites arc higher than that of middle

class blacks (Conley, 1998). As only income and not net-worth would be counted as part

of class based affirmative a.ct ion program. many blacks would be shut out of positions at

univenities even though their "income" on the surface would appear higher than poorer

white students.

Studies of affirmative action programs abroad usually focus on one or two

countries or multi-country studies in specific circumstances. Before the end of apartheid,
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a wave of studies compared affirmative action programs internationally in order to aid

South African lawmakers. A ootable one is, South African doctoral candidate Moltin

Paseka Ncholo's (1994) dissertation entitled, The Ideas o
f EqNality andAffirmative

Action in the Context o
f Bills o
f Rights with Special Reference to a Prut-Apartheid South

Africa. The work docs an impressive job of comparing the benefits and detriments of

overall affirmative action programs in numerous African countries as well as the United

States and India in order to provide a blueprint for South African lawmakers.

Beverly Lindsey's (1997) article, Toward Conceptual, Policy,

Frameworks of Affiqnative Action in South

and Programmatic

African Universities examines and compares

the concepts and goals of affirmative action in the U.S. and South Africa. However. the

work is more slanted towards the South African interpretation of the law, as it examines

the positions of the government through government documents and policy papers.

Finally, it also presents a case study of affirmative action policies by investigating its use

at four South African universities. In doing so Lindsey looks for institutional changes at

these universities because of the law.

Other works focus on one country- specifically such as the infonnative essay, Why

There is No Affirmative Action in Great Britain (1998) by American Steven M. Teles of

Brandeis University. This article discusses Britain's concept of positive action, which

does not call f
or quotas or set asides to promote equity in employment and education, but

promotes the concept of employment training and targeted job advertising in highly

concentrated minority areas. Teles argues that Britain developed this rather colorblind

policy for cultural and institutional factors. He further points out that modeling Britain's
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progrmna in the U.S. is a possible solution fur American policymakers. Teles expands his

worlt on this subject in the upcomins compilation of essays called Color Lines:

Affinnuive AC!ion, Jmmimoon.

aoo CiYiJ

Rights Options for

America (Slcretny, 2001).

Another work studying affirmative action in Britain is Leone Burton's (1993)

Management,

"Race"

and Gender An Unlikely Alliance. This study

looks at

the

ocoupational and educational achievement of 39 women and minorily f
emales in British

educational institutions. These women have all achieved senior management positions.

The SIUdy investigates their journey to this level of management and also concludes that

many British institutions have failed to implement policies and strategies that address

underrepresented groups.

Studies of India's affirmative action programmes have also aopped up recently.

These focus moslly on how affinnative action policies have affected the so called

backwards classes. One interesting essay is Sujit Raman's (1999)

Cute io Stone. in

which the author labels affirmative action programs in lndi.l as a colOJsal failure f
or

minorities.

One article comparing both India and the United State's affirmative action

programs is Sunita Parikh's (1996) The Suj,rane Court, Cjvjl l\iahJI, and Preference

PoJicies; Judicial Decision Makina Processes in the United States and India. This essay

does a comparative analysis of both the U.S. and the Indian Supreme Coons' roles in

affirmative action policies. II claims that there are many similarities in the developrncot

of these policies in the two countries.

20

As the reader can -. none of these documents attack the concept of oflinnative

actioo IOlutioos f
or the U.S. from the p,upective of a multinalionol .,.,_.iive study.

Only Teles takes a practical look at intematioaal equllity ofopportunity prosmns f
or

we by the United States. One wonders what kind of picture we can

sai•

through case

studies of numerous countries in regards to affirmative action in higher education. We

coukl learn the best conditions f
or setting up and maintaining affirmative action

programs. Or II worst. the experiences of these countries can provide a blueprint ofbow

to avoid the failure of these programs. That is the purpose ofthit study, to not onlydntw

on the works mentioned above but to add to the body of literature on affirmative action

in regards to higher education. Oboerving our neiglmn and bow they des! with

distribution of resources can be a bJge benefit to policymaken in the United Stiles.

21

CHAPTER3

Mtlbodology

llllntd•ciit•
The following section outlines the methodology to be used to conduct the study.

First, there is a brief discussion of the research questions involved, the research question

and the small operational questions that arise from it. Then the methodology of the study

will be discussed, which includes a justification for its choice.

Also discussed is how and

why the countries being studied were chosen as well as information on data collection

and analysis.

Discuuioo of the Study Obicctive end Rcwrcb Oantioa1
Although a discussion of the purpose of this study and its theoretical framework

was related to the reader in Chapter I.

it

is necessary to take a more in-depth view of the

methodology here.

Obiectlva or lbe Studx

The objectives of the study are:

•

To study preferential policies abroad in order to provide policy and

implementation options for the United States' ailing affirmative action programs.
•

To study the success of these affirmative action programs in distributing resources
to minorities.

•

To discover what facton determine the success and failure of these programs by
investigating the roles of research criteria, such as the rationale for creating the
22

policy, the structure and implementation of the policy and its peroeption by the

public.

The research question guiding the study asb if equality of Cljlj)Of1tuuty measures

can be successful in increasing enrollment and hiring numbers of minorities?

Rqqrdl Critqja

Within this study the following research criteria will be investigated in order to help

answer the central research question guiding this thesis. These research criteria were

chosen to determine what role they play in the succeu or failure of pref
erence policies.

•

(a.) The reason for the initiation of the policy

•

(b.) The policy's structure

•

(c.) Implementation of the policy

•

(d.) The perception of the policy by the public

Studying the reuon for the initiation of the policy is important since Uling redress as

a rationale for affirmative action in the U.S. is so volatile. How have other countries dealt

with such a delicate lopic in their policies? This is especially poignant since time

dimini!h<:s the st=gtb of argu.-s like redress for preference policies.

Investigating the policy'• struc:ture will help determine what types of language are

needed to make a legally compelling document and whether policies are better

enf
on:eoble when structured u ooe law.

Examining implementation of preference

policies will show how universities actually fulfill that obligation to

policies.
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eoact

state creoted

Public opinion is important to get a feel for how the general public respond to the

preference programs created in their countries. Negative public opinion can break even

the most successful preference program. In examining public opinion. it is possible to

investigate how countries respond to negative public opinion that threatens the life of

their preference programs.

The author also proposes that while these research criteria can play a significant

role regarding the success of preference policies on their own, sometimes the research

criteria work in combination with each other to create varying results. For example, the

rationale for the policy is directly linked to the public's perception of the policy. In the

U.S., redress for slavery remains the primary rationale for preference policies in the

country. However, it is a rationale mired in conflict and controversy. The negative public

opinions of whites regarding affirmative action directly correlates to the idea of the

policy providing redress for slavery. Of course, this sets up the idea that if the rationale

for preference policies is not redress perhaps there will also be a correlating decline in

backlash by the public against the policy. This could be very intriguing from the U.S.

perspective.

One could also argue that the structure of the law and its enforceability play

a role in how well it can be implemented. So while the research criteria are being

investigated separately, they do play on each other from time to time.

The thesis also looks at the larger theoretical question of whether prefet ential

policies are a viable solution to distribute resources in multi-cultural societies. By looking

at the success and or failure of these programs to distribute resources (in this case higher

education and higher education jobs) to minorities. we can look at the policy's viability.
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The measuring guideline chosen to guide this thesis will be done by comparing

if

the percentage of minorities enrolled in and employed in higher education is at least at

parity to their percentage of I heir country's population. Success was measured as those

programs where the percentage of minority students enrolled in higher education were

over represented or greater than their

percentage 10 the

population. Preference policies

were deemed unsuccessful if the pcrocntage of the coont,y's mioorily student population

were under represented or less than their percentage to the general population. The

importance of this measuring tool is to see

if

parity by minorities in education was

achieved in these countries. II also provides a way to determine if the policies have uuly

benefited minorities in gaining higher education opportunities.

Ooeratioul OUWions
The objectives and research question also provide a smaJler set of operational

questions that can be used to produce findings for the study and answer the larger

theoretical question. These smaller operational questions arc what were actually

researched and measured in order to determine what policies, or elements of policies

should be duplicated in the United States.

I.

H
ave the preferential policies being used b
y the cowllrles m,d;ed put more
minorities in uni-...ersilies as sJudenJs andfaculty? This can be studied by looking

at the enrollment numbers of minorities in universities after the inception of the
affinnative action program. Has the number of students and minority faculty
inc.ceasttl?
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2.

Whalfactors help determine the success orfailure o
fpreferenlia/ policy
programs? This can be studied by examining the research criteria and any

unin1ended results which may be disoovc:n,d during the research proces.,.

'/1le ra,iong/e f
or initialion of a preferrntial policy.

This will be studied by doing

a historical and a,Jtural analysis of the country's relationship with minorities,

leading up to the policy's inceplion.

The policy's stnJCtvre:

This will be researched by doing a textual analysis ofthe

country's aftinnative action policies and legislation.

lmpkmenlgtion o(lhe policy. This will be researched by looking at the methods

universities and policy makers use to increase diversity on campus and attract

minority students and farulty.

Perceplim, by the public:

This will be researched by reviewing the dissenting

literature on affirmative action policies in the country as wdl as news reports and
public opinion polls.

Mdhodl To Be Used

This thesis is a muhi-country comparative research study. It will create cue

studies of preferential policies in the countries of Great Britain, India, South Afiica and

the United States fiom bibliographic material already in existence. It will inco<porate a

mix of both quantitative and qualititalive data in order to achieve its results.

The types of

operational research questions being analyzed justify this mix of research materials.

Qualitative methods will be cngagod to analy7.C historical, legal and acadernic documents

in order to analy7.C the research criteria.

C...ntrig Stadjgl

The three countries to be studied f
or this research. Great Britain, India and South

Anica were chosen f
or three reasons. First, they arc all English-speaking countries,
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which makes finding and interpreting the research data easier. Second, the countries

come ftom both the developed and developing world. This allows us to loolt at solutions

ftom different points of views. Also, it facilitates the idea that solutions for problems are

not just to be found in the developed world. We can learn a lot from our developing

neighbors. Third, the countries have all enacted preferential policies that are in different

stages of development. India, like the U.S. has one of the oldest policies and Great

Britain and South Africa are among the youngest of the countries studied. By studying

countries at different stages of implementation. we can see if there arc perhaps growing

pains problems associated with these policies.

Data CQllectiog
Data for both the quantitative and qualitative aspects will be collected from a

variety of sources. Quantitative statistics on education enrollment and hiring will be

collected ftom the national departments of educalion of each country studied and journal

articles. Qualititative data, such as texts of affirmative action laW9 and lcgislatlOR. texts

from international education conferences, journals, boob, university and govenunent

doaunents will also be collected ftom library and Internet searches.

Data Aaalt1is
Once the data is collected, textual analysis of preference policy legislation,

university documents and journal articles will be engaged in order to determine what has

taken place in the countries studied. Once data is analyzed individually by country, we
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will - how experiences compare for oil three cowmes studied to - ifpatterns arise in

how they deal with affirmative action. Once the resesroh criteria are analyu,d for

meaning they will olso be evaluated using the measurement guidelines.

Data EvaJnation

We will evaluate the data collected by looking to see how well the preference

policies increased the number of mioorities on campus. This will be done by using the

measurement guidelines discussed earlier.

stood up to legol challenges.

We will also look to see how well the policies

By evoluating the data collected in this way, we can create

case studies for the countries and discern best practices f
or the United States.

Limitations

It must be recognized that there are some limitations when doing a study of this

nature. One limitation is that the study was not created in an epistemological frameworlc

where a hypothesis and variables were tested to create first hand data. Even though the

study does not create primary data. it does use quantitative resources such as enrollment

statistics.

Indeed, the relevant importance of the resesroh study f
or the author is in

investigating and reporting on different preference programs internationally.

Despite the

rcscarch design, this study is still a valuable proposition since U.S. universities are

looking for preference programs which promote diversity and are legally soond.
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Therefore, the purpose of the srudy is still important evm ifit cannot be tested through a

hypothesiJ and variables .. . quantitative lillldy.

Abo, since the social-historical baclcgrounds of the countries are not the same,

the situations of each country are

looking at the different ways in

truly comparable. However, since the study is

oot

which

countries create, enact

and

implement preference

policies, it is still possible to find relevance in the findinss for U.S. policy makers and

universities. For example, Great Britain does not have

the history

of slavery

with

minorities in its country. Therefore,. the impetus f
o
r its preference policies arc

and

cannot be

readily

compared

with

the situation

in

the United States. However, this

makes studying the two different styles of preference policies interesting

Britain does not focus on race in the same

maru,er

since

Great

that the U.S. does. lnstesd, Great

Britain is more focused on class issues, which mcaru

duplicate their programs at

different

that

the U.S.

may be able to

home.

Finally, another limitation of the study is that the educ:a1ional syslCfN of the

countries studied are dilf«ent and this poses a problem in comparing the prehrence

programs universities create. While its true

that

the

educational �
")'St
ems are different, the

focus ofresesrch in the study is on the diversity programs themselves and whdher they

can be duplicated by U.S. univmities,

oot the

education system of the country.

When

diflerences in the educational system make duplication of successful prehrence programs

difficult, this will be noted alons with examples of how the programs

the U.S. educational experience.
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Cll1

be tailored to

Language also creates a problem since one can argue the meaning of terms used

in the thesis and because different countries use varying tcnns for their preference

policies.

There is aloo trooble in determining what under or over representation of

minorities is meant to entail regarding admissions in higher education. It is not the

author's wish to determine what percentage of the student population minorities mQlL1.d

occupy above their general percentage in the population. Instead,

ii

is the author's interest

to establish if preference policies help minorities to at least achieve parity between their

representation in the general population and higher education.

Finally,

it

can be argued that equality ofopponunity style measures like training

programs could also be listed a, equality of outcome programs. Thi, is especially true

when they are used to increase the number of minorities in employment and education as

a remedy to past discrimination. Therefore,

it

should be noted that at times there is an

overlap between the two types of preference programs.
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CHAPTER4

lbc U.S. Eipcricau willl Am ...11vc Actioa

IRlnNIISlioR

So how did U.S. affinnativc action policies in higher education deteriorate into

such a state of crisis? Its not as if the entire country woke up one morning and decided to

abolish these policies. Their lack in popularity or demise is not the act of a single

presidential administration. The symptoms of retrenchment concerning affirmative action

in higher education were slow in coming, the resuh of the progress of minorities in

attaining higher education and cries of reverse discrimination by whites. This chapter

tnes to give a historical overview of affirmative action and its turbulent history in the

United States. Having such knowledge of the U.S. experience will help the reader to

understand the situation here in regards to affirmative action and why investigating the

preference policies of oor overseas neighbors is so necessary.

De Begi.••iaa or AffinnatiYe Action Policia 1pd Leciflation ill tbe

u.s.

Since affirmative action in the United States was not borne out of the Constitution

or one specific, all inclusive law, it is necessary to study the environment in which it was

created and the legislative documents leading up to iU binh. From an education

perspective. It was not until the 1950s with the case of Brown y,

Board of Education

(1954) that the concept ofsegrqjalion and in some ways affirmative action was dealt with

in the United States. With this case, segregation of public schools ended. setting the stage
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f
or the fonnation of desegregation policies in other areas. At the time of the ruling, Chief

Justice Earl Wam,n wrote in the opinion of the Court that, "the doctrine or ',epame bot

equal' has no place. Separate educational faci�ties are inherently unequal (AUAA,

1997)." As a ,-ilt of this legislation, enrollment of blacks in U.S. coUeges ro,e to over

4.9'/, a year later in 1955. (ACLU, 2000)

Brown v. Board of Education

(1954)

was the legal momentum

,-led to fuel

an

overhaul of curm1t government policies, which barred the door to progress f
or bllCka in

the United States. Aa a result. the 1960s saw the birth of the Civil Rights movement in

this country and the call for equality in jobs, housing and education. At this time

affinnative action was a fuzzy concept. President John F. Kennedy, who was the fir.ii

president to use the term 'affinnative action'. pictured this preference policy as a way to

provide special apprenticeships and training programs for blacks (AUAA, 1997).

Kennedy justified this type of action by saying that, •.even the complete elimination of

racial discrimination in employment � a goal toward which this nation must strive � will

not put a single unemployed Negro to work unless he has the skills required (AUAA,

1997)."

While he did not Live to see this type of affinnalive aotion legisla1ioo passed,

Kennedy did enact Executive Order 10952 (AUAA, 1997). This would be the fir.ii in a

string of exeeative orders malcing up affinnative action law in the United States. This

particular executive order called f
or the creation of the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC). It mandated tbat government cootnu:tora financed with f
edenl

funds, "take affinnative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and employees are
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treated during their employment, without regard to race, creed, color or national origin

(AUAA, 1997)."

It wu up to Lyndon B. Johnson to take up the mantle of Kennedy's Civil RighU

vision, which included affirmative action. In a speech to Howard University he stated:

You do not take a man who for years has been hobbled by
chains, liberate him, bring him to the starting line of a race,
saying, 'you are free to compete with all the others,' and
still justly believe you have been completely fair.

(AUAA, 1997)

Here, Johnson feels it is necessary to make up f
or the disparities suffered by blacks so

they can compete equally with whites. Johnson added on to affirmative action legislation

in the U.S. by issuing Executive Order 11246. This order placed responsibility for

affirmative action programs with the Department of Labor (AUAA, 1997).

However,

Johnson's administration is best known for passing the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which

ended discrimination and segregation in various public and private -ings. These

included:

•

Title II of the Act which prohibited discrimination in privately-owned facilities
open to the public

,

Title VJ which outlawed discrimination in federally-funded programs

,

Title VII which prohibited discrimination by both private and public employers
(AUAA, 1997)
•

This was a ma
jor victory for proponents of affirmative action, and led tho way for equal

access to emploro- for blacks and minorities in the United States.
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President Nixon also added on to the now lengthening string of affirmative action

laws with his Philadelphia Order, which presented 'goob UIII timetables,' for the

construction industry to initiate equal employment opportunities for minorities. This is

important to note in regards to current arguments on affirmative action, since the 1978

Bakke decision deemed the use of quotas in admissions illegal In regards to higher

education

it

is also important to state that by 1969, the number ofblack.s enrolled in

higher education was about 7.8% (ACLU, 2000).

Ratioa••e for the Policy
In looking at the rationale for affinnative action in the U.S .• one is left with a long

list of reasons for initiating the policy. The first and most dominant is that affirmative

action serves as redress for the effects of slavery and the Jim Crow laws that lasted

through the middle of the 2<Jh century. Another dominant rationale is that affinnative

action is meant to discowage and eliminate discrimination so that minorities could take

their rightful places in society. By giving minorities more opportunities in the workplace

and on campus. change can occur. Another reason evident in the thinking of Presidents

Kennedy and Johnson is in allowing minorities to reach their full potential. They both

realized that in order to compete fully with whites, minorities would need special

training, not because they were inferior but because they were not exposed to the same

advantages economically UIII educationally that whites enjoyed.

Today in the U.S., the first rationale for affirmative action is reviled as reverse

discrimination. The second rationale does not seem to merit nwch action either, as many
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Americans f
eel discrimination is a thing of the past. However, that is

em>neouJ

since

discrimination otill exist1, just in a much subtler f
onn. DiJcrimination is inslitutiooalized

in employment and education in such a way that it is present but not always reodiJy

visible. It can be argued that special training is needed for minorities to compe1e equally

whh whites due to the economic and educational disparities experienced by minorities in

the country. Here, training not only refers to specific job training, but also includes the

attainment of higher education in onler to land a bolter job.

Having redress form the ma.in rationale for affinnative action

in the U.S. is

extremely dangerous to the health of the policy. This rationale has had a negative impact

on public opinion of the policy and mired it in such vitriolic attacks by opponents that it

is necessary to determine

if

it is possible to shift f
ocus to another rationaJe which is more

appropriate to the goals and needs of minorities today. Such a rationale would have to be

one that does not carry the stigma of being a punishment to whites today. This is

something that the experience of other countriea can toach us, since they may use other

rationales that are still relevant 10 the U.S. situation. More on this topic is disa1ssed from

the public opinion side of the argument later in the chapter.

])c

StOKtUR

or U,S,

Affirm1tivc Action ....

When it comes to policy structure, a major problem with U.S. affirmative action

policies are that they are the result of a long string of prosidential executive orden, the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and court decisions. There has never beell "one" affirmative

action law. Why this is may forever be a mystery, but it is clear from the outscl that when

JS

Preoidents Kennedy and Johnson spoke of affirmative action in the 1960s they did not

have a clear u...i-.nding themselvea of what the policy would entail.

It was never

clearly defined in the context of what exactly affirmative action is and what

to do.

This is why

as J.

D. Skretny points out,

"in

it

is supposed

the oontext of civil rights enforcement

[afflnnative action] can be characterized as Jacking in clarity, careful planning and

analysis (Skretny, 1998)."

So while employers were encouraged not to discriminate and to take affirmative

action, in hiring and training minorities (in the 1960s namely blacb). there was not a

clear understanding of how to achieve this. When examples of affirmative action were

listed, they were mostly as a response to the restrictive Jim Crow laws of the South.

These examples of affirmative action included the elimination of colored washrooms,

cafeterias etc (Skretny, 1998).

However, Skretny points out that:

Some of the stronger reconunendations reveal both surprising
differences with later beliefs about the nature of discrimination
and awareness of the taboo nature of race consciousness and
preferences. For eumple [one recommendation] allowed

non-minority inclusion: 'Seek, employ and develop minority

group persormel as well as others, in white collar classifications
to insure the best talents and abilities of the nation's manpower
resources are utilized most advantageously.•

(1998)

The structure of affirmative action in the U.S. means that it is confusing not only to

observers and citizens, but to employers and universities enacting admissions policies.

What is needed here is a clear direction and structure for affirmative action policy.

especially in regards to higher education. Clearer structure and understanding of the law

will make it stronger and more enforceable. Studying the structure of policies overseas
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therefore offer U.S. universities and policymakm the opportunities to duplicate and

model policy after other successful programs.

E•f,n;gbility

or Affirmative Actio! LtriJletioll

ill lleprcb

to Riper Ed.atioa

As mentioned earlier, 1978 saw the case of the ReJ!onts of the Uniyeojty of

California v. Bakke in the Supreme Cotut. Thi., pivotal case set the tone f
or future

affirmative action policies regarding higher oclucation admissions and enrollment. In this

case, Bakke argued that he was denied entrance into the medical school at the University

of California in favor of minority students with lower scores than his (Universil)'. of

California y. Bakke 1978; Ncholo, 1994).

The court ruled that the use of quotas to admit

minorities were unconstitutional. They stated further� remedying social injustice and

discrimination, "does not justify the use of classifications, which impose disadvantages

upon other persons who bear no responsibility f
or the hann (Ncholo,1994)."

However, in a rather contradictory fashion, the ruling also stated that race could

be used as a factor when considering students for admission (ACLU, 2000). As stated

earlier Justice Powell when writing his opinion also stated, "the attainment of a divme

student body . . . clearly is a constitutionally permissible goal for an institution of higher

education (Jacobs, 1998)." This means that while universities cannot use redress for

discriminatton as rationale f
or their preference policies in admissions, seeking a more

diverse student body is permissible and constitutional.

This case is important to the

literature on affinnativc action because it also puts forth the idea that, "there

naJst

be

proof of constitutional or statutory violations for affirmative action to stand (Ncholo,
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1994)." It is also important because it shows the narrow margin universities have to work.

with in creating affinnative action policy. Universities can consider race in admis.tions

but not use quotas. Their rationale can include divenity as based on the First Amendment

but cannot be redress for slavery. However, a university can justify their use of

affirmative action in order, "to compensate for its own prior discrimination against the

minority group to which the applicant belonged (Gray Ill, 1999)."

The 1980s and 1990s saw the greatest movement and backlash towards higher

education affirmative action programs. In the past two years, at least 13 state legislatures

have proposed legislation rescinding affinnative action measures (Gray III, 1999).

state of Washington passed a

law

The

barring public colleges and universities from using

racial preferences in admissions, hiring and the awarding of contracts in J 998 (Gray Ill,

1999).

In May of that same year, Congress rejected an amendment to the Higher

Education Act, which would have prohibited public colleges and universities from

considering race, gender, color and national origin in admissions (Gray III, 1999).

In 1995

the Hopwood Y, University ofJc,w Law School (1995) case overturned

the idea of diversity being a compelling reason for race based preference policies. The

case also ouclawed using different test scores and criteria for admitting White.

American and Hispanic students at the University of Texas. After the ruling.

African

minority

enrollments in the school decreased by 88% for blacks and 64% for Latinos (ACLU,

2000). Other states foUowed suit, and California soon saw Proposition 209 pass, which

abolished affinnative action programs at its state university, the largest in the country. In

fact, California is now seeking other ways to bring minorities to its state universities. It is
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no surprise that recent considerations by the University of California to drop the use of

SAT scores in admissions is a way to go around Proposition 209.

This backlash against affinnative action in the U.S. coincided with tho highest

enrollment rates by blacks in higher education. Blacks enrolled in universities reached

1 1 % in 1990, which was in proportion to the percentage of blacks in the United States at

that time (ACLU, 2000). Minority faculty numbers only stand at 9.2% on U.S. campuses

(Califumia Newsreel, 2002). Because of these enrollment numhers, some opponents of

affirmative action feel that preference policies at universities have done their job and now

need to end. Unfortunately, the reality of what happens when these policies are rescinded

is evidenced by the drop in minority enrollment at California• s public universities. After

Proposition 209 only 2% of an applicants admitted to the University of California at

Berkley were African American (Gray Ill, 1999). At UCLA, admission of African

Americans dropped 43% between the fall of 1997 and 1998 (Gray III, 1999). At the

graduate level, the numbers are even worse. After the Hopwood decision,

the University

ofTexas' Law School admitted only 7 African American students (Gray III, 1999). Only

4 enrolled out of a body of 502 accepted students (Gray Ill, 1999).

Such drops

nationwide would be detrimental not only minority students but to the university system

as a whole.

Implementation or Affirmative Actioa Proxrams by UaJvmities

This thesis has looked at the development and history of affirmative action

programs enacted by Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon.
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However. these Executive

Orders and laws only apply to the hiring and promotion of minorities by the federal

government. When it comes to higher education, U.S. colleges and universities have

enacted such policies voluntarily (Gray m, 1999). In extending affirmative action

principles to their own admissions standards, colleges and universities began to use race

and gender as admissions criteria. This was in addition to other admissions criteria like

test scores, grades, special talent, geographic origin, and alumni legacy (Gray 111, 1999).

Alumni legacy presents an interesting criteria as proponents of affirmative action f
ed this

admissions criteria has always favored whites and in particular white men in gaining

admissions over other qualified students whose family did not attend that partiaJlar

university. Before the Bakke and Hopwood rulings respectively. universities sometimes

used quotas. two track admissions as well as different admissions scoring systems for

minorities students.

Universities using these measures did see increased numbers of minorities

enrolling as freshmen and graduate students. The measures were even more successful

when used in combination with financial aid and heavy minority recruitment efforts. For

example, the number of African-American students enrolled as first time freshmen

increased from I 0.2% in 1976 to 1 1 . 3 % in 1996 (Gray Ill, 1999). Such increa,es were

also seen at traditionally white universities where Afiican�American enrollments

increased by 36% in the same time period.

Even at prestigious universities affirmative

action programs helped raise Afiican-Amcrican enrollments by 24% at Harvord, 68% at

the University of California at Berkley and SO'Y, at the Univenity ofTcxas at Austin
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(Gray

m,

1999). Ofcoune the umure future of affirmative action will - these numbers

Ulllllvd unless oltemative prof
erence policies can be implemented.

After the hostile legal atmosphere surroondings preference policies, universities

are oow looking f
or ways to c:reate and implement programs which are constitutional,

equitable and sti!! provide for increased access and diversity of minorities. Some

universities, like the University ofW1SCOnsin, are dismantling preference policies that use

quotas before they can be challenged in court (Selingo, 1999). These universities are

investigating the use of what could be called equality of opportunity program.,.

In the case of the University of Wisconsin, such efforts include recruiting

qualified minority students through models comparable to how they recruit student

athletes and raising money from private sources to provide incrased financial aid to

students (Selingo. 1999). This is imponant since not using public money will allow a

university to award race based scholarships without having them be challenged legally.

The University of Wisconsin is olso expanding pr&<:Ollege prosram, as far back

as elementary school (Selingo, 1999).

The trend of partnering with schools and low

income communities is also on the rise. In many programs, colleges worlc with low

income communities to improve curriculum in grades K-12 with the intention of

preparing students so they can better compete for admissions slots. For example, the

educational program When Gown Meets Town is a collaborotion between the Worcester

School District in Massachusetts and Clark University. The school district sets up a

school running the When Gown Meets Town project and for every student who enters the
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!!Choo� completes the educational program and passes Clark University's admissions

requirements, they can receive free tuition at Clark (DivenityWeb, n.d.).

Other initiatives include efforts to put less emphasis on standardized test scores

and more focus on non-cognitive admissions criteria. These non-cognitive indicators

were developed to help admit more minority law school students. Students get points for

having an idea of self concept, realistic self appraisal, long range goals, availability of a

strong support system, leadership, community service, and a demonstrated legal interest

(Brown, S.E. and Marenco, E., Jr., 1980).

Universities have also enacted initiatives to replace quotas in hiring faculty as

well. These efforts also embrace the idea of equality of opportunity measures.

Georgetown University uses a variety of equality of opportunity ideas to hire more

minority faculty, including targeted job plac.cmcnts in publications like Black Issues in

Higher Education and asking for nominations from senior minority faculty, area

organizations and professional assodations (Georgetown University, n.d.).

Other initiatives include The Future Black Faculty Database which was created by

the Black Graduate Engineering and Science Department of UC Berkley. This database

contains information on black educational professionals. doctoral candidates and graduate

students who are seeking careers in higher education (DiversityWeb, n.d.).

An

independent organization. the Compact for Faculty Diversity is a partnership between

three different higher educational regional boards. Univenities belonging to the Compact

have developed financial aid, mentoring programs, and training for effective teaching.
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These initiatives ore all aimed at increasing minority faculty at universities supporting the

progrmn (DivenityWc:b, n.d.).

Public Opj9ioa

ort .. Potiq

u, die U.S.

There are two reasons why public opinion of affirmative action in the U.S. is so

low. First, as discussed earlier, many whites do not see discrimination as a barrier to the

education and employment of minorities in this country (Skretny, 200 I). The other reason

is that many people sec affirmative action as the payment to b!aclcs for slavery. These

arguments have been used repeatedly in the literature of affirmative action opponents,

especially those who claim that white men have been the unintended victims of

aflinnative action io the United States.

Opinion polls show that the perception of whites as the unintended victims of

affinnative action is a very real threat to the policy. 70% of whites felt affirmative action

laws were hurting them (Jacobs, 1998). However, putting this statistic into penpective is

the revelation that only 7"
/o reported to have specilically been lwrt by the law and only

16% stated that they knew another white person who had been hurt by it (Jacobs, 1998).

This shows that while only 7% of whites polled f
elt that the law had lwrt them,

over 700!. perceived the law was hurting them. This is most likely due to the negative

attacks against the policy.

ng the

Reduci

es feel about
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essential if the policy is going to survive in the United States.
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CHAPTERS

Great Britain

latr:,dpctiop

The inclusion of Great Britain in this study may seem puzzling at first to the

casual observer. After all, as many would point out, Great Britain docs

00!

have any

affinnative action policies. While it might be true that Great Britain does not have U.S.

style affirmative action programs with its set a.sides and quotas for employment, they

have created a preference pollC}' called positive action. Positive action is a program that

allows employers to provide training programs for minorities that are under-represented

in their organiz.ation so they may compete equally with whites for jobs. Completing the

training is no guarantee of a job. Positive action also does not allow hiring qualified

minorities over other able candidates in lhc name of diversity. Provisions for positive

action are contained in the Race RdatlOns Act which is descnbcd in depth below.

De Race Rdatioa1 Ase or

197§

The Race Relations Act of 1976 came into eff
ect on June 13. 1977. In addition to

making discrimination

illegal, it also called for the establishment of the Commission f
or

Racial Equality (CRE) "to help enforu legislation and

and

to promote equality of opportunity

good relations between peoples of different racial groups generally" (Guide to the

Race Relations Act).

A

The Race Relations Act of 1976 states that it is illegal if:

person discriminates

against

purposes of any provision

aOOlher in any circumstanca relevant f
or the

or this

Act ff.
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(a) oo racial grounds he treatJ that other less fiivOUJ"lbly than he treatJ or
woold treat other penons; or

(b) he applies lo that other a requirement or condition

which he applies or woold apply equally to ponons oot of the""""

racial group
(Race Relations Act, 1977)

This lypc of provision is enacted not only to end past and present discrimination,

but also to ensure that reverse discrimination is

not

enacted either. This 9Cl'ltiment

i, carried further in the education seelioo of the Race Relations Act in

which Part

"'· Article 17 states:

II is unlawful. in relation to an educational establishment for a
person indicated in relation to the establishment to discriminate

ll8lfflSl a

penon-

(i)

(a) in the terms on which it offers to admit him to
the establishment as a pupil

Therefore. according to the Race R.clatiom Act, it is unlawful to discriminate against

someone in lerms of admission to an educational establishment. This means it is also

unlawful to admit a student over another student because oflus or her race.

So, how does Greal Britain engage in allowing disenfranchised minorities access

to jobs and education when the Race Relatioos Act makes such preferential treatment

illegal? One way is tlvough "positive action." In Part VI, Article JS, the Act states that:

Nothing in Parts

n

to Parts IV shall render unlawful any act

dooe in affording penoos of a particular racial group access
to tilcilities or services to .- the special needs of persons
of that group in rqiard to their education, traimng or

welfare, or any ancillary benefit.

(Race Relations Act, 1977)
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This section of the law would legally allow for some special treatment by employers or

educators. Unfortunately, the Act does not state what constitutes a "special need", but it

is clear that positive action is not meant to be outright reverse discrimination.

According

to the Guide to the Race Relations Act (n.d.):

"The Act does not permit 'reverse discrimination': for example,
it

is unlawful to discriminate in favour of a person of a particular

racial group in recruitment or promotion on the grounds that members
of that group have in the past suffered from adverse discrimination and
should be given the chance to 'catch up'.

There are also guidelines within the Race Relations Act for using positive action. helping

to curb its abuse. For example, employers can engage in positive action, but only if

At any time within the previous 12 months there were no person of

a particular racial group doing particular work at a particular
establishment, or the proportion of persons of that racial group
among those doing that work at that establishment was small in
comparison with the proportion of that group among either:

(a) all those employed at the establishment; or

(c) the population of the area from which the employer normally
recruits for work at the establishment.
(Race Relations Act, 1977, Part VI, Article 37)

These guidelines set out the fair rules of play (equality ofopponunity) when engaging in

positive action and this helps give it a strong structure.

Members of a certain racial group can be hired legitimately over another group

under the "Genuine Occupational Qualification" (GOQ) provision. This means that under

certain circumstances, it is not unlawful to hire minorities over whites as long as it

provides a sense of authenticity to a dramatic performance, or the job involves work as a
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artist's

0<

photographer's model or 11 a roswuaot where the ethnicity of tho person also

lends an air of authenticity to the place (Rare Relations Act, Pan II, AJ1icle i). However,

the law only applies to the

abo--

areas. It is not meonl to be an

IICl'OSS

the

board exemption for the hiring of one ntcial group over another.

filldiaa by Research Criteril

Raearch Criteria (a): Rationale f
or the laitiatioa el tloe Policy

Great Britain's laws are based on equality of opportunity, where the emphasis is

on making sure access to education and employment are "fairly laid out for use by all

citizens (Weiner, 1998)." Positive action is an equality of opponulUty measure even

though it gives preference to minorities by training them f
or employment. While many

could say the line here is blurry, one could argue that positive action still qualifies as an

equality of opportunity measure because it helps minorities get the training they need to

compete fairly with whites. It is not a quota system and even upon successful completion

of training programs, minorities are not necessarily hired over whites. They

mu.st

still

earn their position through merit.

The rationale for Great Britain using equality ofopportunity measures is based on

the desire to end past discrimination and as a way to avoid p,esent day disaimination

against all Britons regardless of rece, color or creed. Great Britain does not use redress as

a rationale for its policies because its minorities came willingly to the counuy as

inunigrants. As a result, the British f
eel they do oot need preference policies to redress
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past injustices.

Steven Teles (l 998) writes that the British f
eel they were nice enough to

let these people into their country. '"To organize for rights that would be distributed on a

racial basis would be to open oneself up to the cllim of holding a group membership

above British citiz.enship (Teles, 1998)." Therefore, immigrants are fighting for

acceptance. They are forced to argue for the maintenance of their status as British citizens

rather than the extension of preference policies.

Even though Great Britain does not have the social history of the United States

when it comes to redress of past grievances, it docs not mean that their equality of

opportunity measures are applicable solely to that country. The fact that the country's

preference policies do not use redress as a rationale may cut down on negative public

opinion. This is something the U.S. can learn from when constructing their own

affirmative action policies and guidelines.

Research Criteria (b): Stmcture of the Policy

In Great Britain, the Race Relations Act is one all-encompassing law regarding

discrimination and positive action. The language of the Act outlawing discrimination is

very clear. The guidelines for when an employer can engage in positive action is also

helpful in making sure the law is implemented correctly. However, the language

regarding positive action is open to interpretation.

The Act does not define what the

"special needs" of minorities are. Nor does the law give specific examples of positive

action and how it is supposed to be implemented within the law.
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Because of these features and because the law is voluntary, it means that different

interpretations of the law can be enacted. This

Clll

cause either high levels of creativity or

abuse. Stiff, studies of implementation show that even though the structure and language

of positive action may be vague, employers do not extend the law to cover positive

discrimination (reverse discrimination in the U S ). British researcher Jonathan Edward

found that •• most employers who had some form of' positive action policy understood the

difference between pos.itive action and positive discrimination (Teles, 1998)." In fact,

"only lhree of'the one-hundred-one organizations surveyed wrongly used the term

positive action to cover taking on more minority workers because of racial origin (Teles,

1998)." For British employers, positive action meant little more than effectively

administering a policy of non-discrimination (Teles, 1998)." Examples of positive action

programs initiated from these studies included targeted job advertisements, outreach to

schools, and setting internal targets.

In regards to enforceability, the limits of'positive action have been tested in the

law courts of'Great Britain. The recent London Borough ofLambeth v. Commission for

Racial Equality case tested the limits of the G0Q portion of the Race Relations Act in

regards to positive action. In this lawsuit the CRE sued Lambeth because job

advertisements in the mostly black borough advertised that "in view of the personal

services the post holder will provide the members of the black community" they

considered race to be a genuine occupational qualification (Teles, 1998). The CRE felt

that if Lambeth wanted a more racially diverse stalf"they should make sure they were

recruited through mainstream schemes, not by labelins them as "special needs" recruits,
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which would restrict their sub,cquent careers and trap them in race specific work (Teles,

1998)." This concept that affinnative action will limit the job prospects of minorities iJ a

strong one in Great Britain.

In the end, the court ruled that Lambeth violated the Race Relations Act with their

advertisement. Furthennore the court ruled that, "'promoting positive action is not one of

the ma.in purposes of the Act. The substance of the Act is to render acts of racial

discrimination unlawful." The statement put people on notice that the vague nature of the

language

in the

Ra
oe

Relations Act regarding positive action would

not

be flaunted or

stretched to accommodate positive discrimination in the name of group rights.

Rese1rcb Criteria (c): Implementation of the Policy

The voluntary nature of positive action and equal opportunity programs in Great

Britain makes its implementation sometimes uneven and in some places non-existent.

Implementation has been characterized as being the victim of weak policy framing and

weak direction from central government. This has caused what Oaby Weiner calls a

policy implementation gap. This gap or absence of strong framing at the central

government level has caused employers. universities and individuals to fonn their own

equal opportunities programs (Weiner, 1998). Weiner states that, "the law is too weak

and difficult to use. Organizations taking positive action arc too few and their goals

and

methods too limited . . . Policies adopted are seldom implemented (Weiner, 1998)." ln

higher education,. it was found that younger universities were more committed to
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improving diversity on campus while, "older institutions play lip service to equality

isoues ooly (Wcinec, 1998)."

Despite these problems lobbed at implement1tion. statistics show that minorities

are over represented at British universities. Research from the Policy Studies Institute of

the University of Westminster reported, •• non-white students account for IS % of those

enrolled in British higher education in comparison to the fact that minorities make up 8%

of the country's population (Walker,

1999)."

Unfortunately, minorities only held "5.5%

ohll academic posts in Great Britain (Walker, 1999)."

One reason f
or the high number of minorities in higher education stems from the

high concentration of minorities located in Great Britain's major cities, whose local

universities are attended by the minorities Jiving in that area. So, while local universities

have excessively high percentages, universities in outlying areas of the suburbs or the

country see a lower percentage of minorities. Therefore, many of the coumry's prestige

schools like

facuhy on

Oxford and Cambridge do not

sec high

numbers of minority students and

campus.

Swedish university professor Gaby Weiner also states that the overrepresentation

of minorities can be explained because, •.,he expansion of higher education has resulted

in higher numbers of previously excluded groups, both as students and staff. This has

been noticeable of new universities, which tend to attract a higher proportion of local

students

(Weiner,

and to provide a broader range of academic and vocational courses and programs

1998)." The abolishment of division between universities and polytechnics also

caused a higher influx of minorities as students, faculty and administrators in the early
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1990s (Weiner, 1998).

These numbers msy level out in comins yean. The actual

representation may also be difficult to track since studies in this area are few and far

between.

Despite the high number of minorities enrolled in higher education, statistics

show that many students from ethnic groups are discriminated agajnst during the

admissions process. Recently. a higher education group in Great Britain "released

statistics showing that black applicants were less likely than white applicants to be

accepted by British universities (Walker, 1999)." The numbers showed that only 65% of

black applicants were successful when they applied at universities while 78% of white

applicants were admitted (Walker, 1999).

These findings in 1999 led to students and teachers calling for a change in the

admissions process. However, the structure of the British higher education system and

lack of political will have not caused much change in the area of improving minority

admissions. As Steven Teles explains, this is because:

The institutional structure of British higher education acts as a brake
against granting admissions on a racial basis. British universities
admit students to specific programs, such as medicine, politics, and
literature. rather than the university as a whole, and the critical
admissions decisions arc made at the department level, not by a
university wide admissions department. As a result, admissions
decisions are highly decentralized and difficult to influence from
the top.

(Teles, 1998)

On top of this structure, when applicants apply for university admissions they are tracked

by race on the applicants fonn. However, "this pan of the form is tom off and used for
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monitoring purposes but is never seen by the admissions tutors who make the relevant

decuions (Teles, 1998)."

Theae two color blind admissions processes put more focus on

the students' ability in their own area of study. Students are therefore competing against a

smaller applicant pool and more individual attention can be given to applicant essays, and

past schoolwork than just looking at test scores.

However, since race is not considered in

the admissions process one has to wonder if the low number of minorities stem from their

inability to compete with white applicants, because they most likely come from state

schools (What the U.S. would call public schools) or because of some f
orm of

institutional racism?

In addition to the problems minorities f
ace in admissions, a new class based

debate regarding university admissions is surfacing in Great Britain.

This began when it

was alleged that prestige schools like Oxford and Cambridge routinely denied bright

students admission to their schools simply because they did not come from privileged

backgrounds and public schools (private schools in the U.S.). This double standard was

made public when a state school student named Laura Spence was denied entry into

Oxford but went on to receive a full scholarship to study medicine at Harvard University

(BBC News "Leg Up," 2000). Now elite schools are scrambling to find ways to bring

low-income students on campus with the help of financial backing from government as

an incentive. One way to increase the nuni>er of state school students is to give

preference to students whose families have little to no history of going to college.

Two ideas initiated by the Newcastle University and Dundee University are worth

a closer look. Newcastle University used government funds to create the Partners

SJ

Programme, which develops "specially created univenity places to pupils with no

tradition ofgoing to univenity (BBC News "Leg Up," 2000).

The university wooo with

state schools to identify bright students who because of their backgrounds may lack the

test scores or background to apply to universities. Then over a period of two years, during

what the U.S. would call their junior and senior year they do extra academic work and

attend two, two-week summer schools. At these summer schools they do work in math

and the subject area they are interested in applying to university for. During the last

summer session the students must create a subject-based project, which is then graded by

faculty in that department. If they pass, they arc given points to supplement their A-Level

scores and GNVQ (BBC News ''Leg Up," 2000). In this way, the student is tested not

only on their tc.uing ability but also on their ability to actually do college level work.

Because the students are graded for their skill in doing college level work in their

subject it adds a level of meritocracy to the admissions process. which can not truly be

gained by test scores alone. The other brilliant point is that it is a colorblind system. one

that would

benefit both able white and minority students. Because the issue here is one of

class and not race it allows for a wider variety of equable solutions that can be replicated

elsewhere.

At Dundee University they have projected their own quota system for getting

lower income students on campus. This quota is in addition to its 13,000 core places

(BBC News Leg Up," 2000).

Thia was one of the f
ew equality of outcome measures

using quotas in the country. In all. even though institutions in Great Britain are looking to

increase the number of state school students, they are looking more towards equality of
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opportunity style measures in line with the Race Relations Act. The univenity alao runs a

access session in the summer. Dr. John Blicharski of Dundee University stales tha� "The

students that get these offers do extra work and are rigorously assessed f
or it, and the

departments decide whether or not to make offers to these students in the full knowledge

of all other students who have applied (BBC News "Leg Up," 2000). So like positive

action in employment. attending the university's summer session programs before the

application process does not mean you are guaranteed acceptance. Dundee has run tl,;s

program for eight years now and has f
ound that at the end of the I I-week summer coorae

and final examination, usually 96% are offered a place at the facuhy of their choice (BBC

News ''Leg Up," 2000).

These initiatives show that even though the Race Relations Act doesn't

necessarily call for positive a<:tion in admissions, universities are finding unique ways to

bring diversity on campus. The great benefit is

that

ethnicity is not a factor as to who can

attend these special programs and apply for places, making them highly attractive as

solutions for affirmative action elsewhere.

E•ploy•ent i! Higher

Ed•catioa

While students appear to be over represented in Great Britain's higher education

system according 10 the author's measurement guidelines, the same cannot be said f
or

minority faculty. A1J noted earlier, only 5.5% of all academic posts were held by

minorities (Walker, 1999). On top of this, "one out of five non-white academics who

responded to a survey said they had experienced discrimination in the job-application or
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promotion process (Walker, 1999)." While one in four black academics claimed they

facod harusment and were relegated to the bottom of tho academic scale (Walker, 1999).

The reasons for such low numbers of minority faculty are that the high numbers

of minority students do not move onto fawlty positions. This is because further education

and jobs in medicine are more lucrative financially and because of a lack of minority

filculty role models (Prickett, 1998). Gaby Weiner writes that: "it has also been argued

however, that the racism of the labour market rather than the impact of equal

opportunities policies is responsible f
or keeping black and minority ethnic students in

higher education (Weiner, 1998)." Therefore, these students do not go on to filculty work.

Minority academics have found more positions in smaller, lower status

educational institutions such as adult education colleges and local universities because

they are moving faster on equaJity issues (Weiner, 1998). When minorities do achieve

senior status at universities they ••reported feelings of high visibility and isolation; for

instance, by the way they are 'watched' by immediate colleagues and by continual

requests to be the token {minority} presence on senior committees (Weiner. 1998)."

Another hazard for both women and minority faculty is that the occupational status of

senior positions diminishes as they fill these posts (Weiner, 1998).

So have there been many positive action progruns to usist deserving minority

faculty in moving up the academic laddel1 In researching this area, it is disappointing to

realiz.e that while there are numerous articles detailing the discrimination minority faculty

experience. f
ew reports mention implementation of positive action programs to remedy

these situations. In many cases, f
ew statistics on minority faculty even exist. Oddly
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enoush, when positive a<tion programs _.. implemented on campuses they-. to

remedy the laclc of women chancellon. In this cue, The Commiosion on Univenity

Career Opportunity (CUCO) decided to piclc up the slack ofunivenities by "ruMing

I

professional development program for eighteen women who hope to become vice

chancellors in the next five years . The course was so oversubscribed that a second one is

planned (Pricket, 1998)." However, no training programs have been created or offered for

minority !acuity seeking vice-chancellor positions.

Research Criterio (d): Perception of tbe Policy by tbe Public

Because minority issues are so invisible in Great Britain it is difficuh to get an

idea of public pen:eptions regarding positive action. Perhaps that tells a story itself, that

the British public are satisfied with positive action and do not wish to have the law

expanded. It is fair to state the lack of backlash against positive action policies stem from

the fact that they are DOI equality of outcome measures and that they are not based on

concepts of redress.

When there is backlash against British positive action, it is by minorities who

want the policies expanded to include U.S. style measures. Their voices are not likely to

be heard unless minorities can gain greater political power. The state did respond to aies

that disaimination still lingered on college campuses by studeots and facuky there.

The

CRE has taken up their challenge by distributing a new guide to universities on how to

develop equal opportunities programs to DOI only stop discrimination but also -" more

diversity on campus (Weiner, 1998).
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Some opinion polls r.garding the public v. state school preference system debate

has generated some interesting insight by the British on preference policies. A recent

opinion poll conducted fur the British newspaper the Mail on Sunday shows that a

majority of Britons feel Oxbridge institutions do favor public school students but 86%

aJso felt that students should only be admitted due to candidates qualifications (MORI,

2000). 57"/o support penalizing universities that do not offer enough places to state school

pupils (MORI, 2000). So the British do f
eel that merit should top redress of past

discrimination when

Finally, the

it

comes to preference policies.

initiatives

mentioned earlier by the University of Newcastle and

Dundee University have also come under fire for creating a two tier track systems of

admissions, arguing that by creating spaces specially reserved for state students, they arc

"dumbing down" their universities. So

it

is probable to see the affinnative action debate

expand in Great Britain as groups begin to take sides and solutions are created.

Conclusion

Great Britain has enacted equality of opportunity legislation in the fonn of

positive action to provide training for minorities so they may compete equally with

whites. Their rationale for such programs is to end past and present discrimination. The

voluntary nature of the programs means that university commitment to increasing

diversity is spotty at some schools, especially prestige schools like Oxford and

Cambridge. Still minorities were over represented as students at British universities,

while numbers of minority faculty fell short of their percentage to the general population.
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It was unclear whether the high numbers of minority students enrolled in higher

alucalion were due to equality of opportunity programs or to other facton like the

expansion of the higher education system and high enrollment of minorities in local

urban

colleges.

Because programs

were not

equality of outcome measures or used

redress as its rationale, there seemed to be little backlash against positive action programs

by whites in the coonuy.

There were also innovative admissions programs enacted

which

cook! prove successful to the Uniled Slates. First, is the

by schools and the CRE

suide

created by 1he CRE

which was distributed to colleges to help them illuminate institutiona.1 discrimination and

with ideas on how to increase diversity on campus. It is also interesting that schools

created their own sunwer training programs where the

emphasis

was on discovering if a

student could do college level work instead of relying solely on exam scores. Summer

school programs where students receive extra admi.uions or entrance exam points f
or

successful completion of research

could also be duplicated in the United States.

These

programs cook! be operated by the schools or through an independent openllor like

Kaplan or the Princeton Review.

The

Brilim also engaged in programs adopted by 1he U.S. such u training

programs aimed at women to help them achieve vico-chanccllor status and targeted job

advertiJemenlS. Evee lhough the U.S. has also en818ed in these programs, it might be

worthwhile to investigate

further British efforts to learn best practices. Perhaps a clearing;

house of information on international preference proarams could be adopted. Information

could be shared over the Internet for colleges and universities to consult.
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CBAPTER6

bdill

I•trodlldion
India's preference policy of reservations was created to undo the damage ofa four

centuries old caste system in Hindu society. Here, caste can be defined as a refined form

of apartheid in Hinduism, where hereditaiy SO<illl divisions were created baaed on factor,

such as wealth, occupation, and geognphic location.

The caste system, divides Indian

society into Brafunins (scholm-priests), Kshatriyas (warriors-landowners), Vaishyas

(businessmen), Sudras (laborers) and untouchables and backwoods tribes who are outside

of the caste system (Anonymous, 1994).

When India gained independence from British colonial rule, the framers of the

Indian Constitution set out to create a system whereby over time members of the

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (SC/STs) and later the Other Backward Classes

(OBCs) would be given the opportunity to compele fai�y with the forwanl cluses and

take their rightful places in government, business and education. The SC/STs and OBCs

are member, of the lower castes or those groups outside the caste system who have been

relegated to specific parts of India and low paying occupations. It was hoped that as the

SC/STs made progress, caste would diminish and disappear. Reservations in Parliamen�

public sector jobs and in higher education for the SC/STs and OBCs were created 10 this

end. In higher education this means that members of the forward castes are only allowed

to compete f
or 50% of all university slots.
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Bmmtiom and the Indiaa Con1titutioa
Through its Fundamental Rights, the Indian Constitution "provides for the

equality of status and opportunity based on the belief that all men are equal without

distinction of religion, race, caste, colour or creed. (Ncholo, 1994). •• Anicle 14 of the

Constitution declares, "the State shaJI not deny to any person equality before the law or

the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India. (Government oflndia,

1950)." As M.P. Ncholo states, "Anicle 14 prohibits discrimination in a general way and

guarantees equality before the law for all persons (Ncholo, 1994)."

Anicle 15 of the Constitution (Government of India, 1950) provides a more

specific view in prohibiting discrimination as it states:

(I) The State shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of
religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them.

(4) Nothing in this article or in clause (2) of article 29 shall prevent
the State from making any special provision for the advancement

of any socially and educationally backward classes of citizens or
for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.

Ncholo (1994) posits that Anicle 15 is really

''a

particularized application of Anicle 14."

So while the government states that discrimination is illegal in Article I 5(2). In Article

15(4) the Constitution states that nothing can preclude the government from providing

preferential treatment for the SC/STs. One would think this creates a constitutional

conflict since the Indian Constitution seeks to give equality to all persons IDd. allows for

preferential treatment in the same breath.

Article 16 is important because it looks at equality of outcome in matters of public

employment. Specifically, Article 16(4) states that:
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Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any

provision f
or reservation in matters of promotion to any class or
clas,.. of posts in the services under the State in favour of the
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, which, in the opinion

of the State, are

not

adequately represented in the services under

the State.

(Government oflndia, 1950)

However, this article was aJso amended twice. Once in 1995 and agajn 2000, to extend

reservations and to preserve reserved vacancies that are not filled f
or scheduled castes

and tribes.

Article 29 of the Constitution (Government ofJndia., 1950) deals with Cultural

and Educational Rights. Specifically, it cans for the protection of interests f
or minorities.

Article 29(2) states that:

No citizen shall be denied admission into any educational
institution maintained by the State or receiving aid out of State
funds on the grounds onJy of religion,

race.

caste, language or any

of them.

The problem is that this runs contrary to the goverrunent's commitment to preferential

policies, where lower caste members would be promoted above students from the

forward castes.

In addition to the Fundamental Rights discussed above, the Indian Constitution

also sets out Directive Principles of State Policy. These principles set out the goals of

govcmment policies. For our purposes we will focus on Article 46 under the Directive

Principles, which looks at the promotion of educational and economic interests of the

Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections.
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This article states that:

The State ,hall promote with special care the educational and

economic interests of the weaker sections of the people, and, in
))lllicular, of the Scheduled Cutes and the Scheduled Tribes, and

shall protect them from social injustice and all fonns of
exploitation.
(Government oflndia Constitution, 1950)

Here the government lays out quite clearly, as it does in the Fundamental Rights, its goal

to provide preferential treatment for lower castes. Unfortunately there is only one

problem with this sentiment. Under Article 37 of the Directive Principles, Article 46 is

not justiciable. Article 37 states that the application of principles contained in this part:

Shall not be enforceable by any court, but the principles therein

laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the governanc:e of the
country and it shall be the duty of the State to apply these

principles in making laws.
(Government of India Constitution, 1950)

Thus the Directive Principles were a way to keep the government honest with the people.

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, one of the founding fathen of the Indian Col1Jlitution and an

untouchable. felt the Directive Principles would make sure that, "whoever captures power

will not be free to do what he likes with it (Pylee, I 960)."

So which takes precedence under the law, the Fundamental Rights or the

Directive Principles? This was answered in a Supreme Court Ruling in which Justice S.R

Das writes that:

The Directive Principles of State Policy which by Article 37 are
expressly made unenforceable by a court cannot override the
provisions found in Pan 111 (The Fundamental Rights)The

chapter on Fundamental Rights is sacrosanct and not liable to be
abridged by any legislative or executive act.
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(Pylee, 1960)

Tho idea of the Diroctive Principles being made enf
orceable will be a booe of eoolelltion

as far as cementing India's affirmative action laws. In fact. some have tried to create laws

and amendments that would malce the Directive Priociples justiciable without success.

FDldi•a bv Rn,.arcll Critml

Reaearcb Criteria (a): Reuoa f
or IH lnitiatieu of the Policy

India's Constitution deliberately allows f
or both equality of opportunity and

equality of outcome programs within its framework. Equality of opponunity measures are

needed to put an end to the discrimination SC/STs and OBCs experience even today.

However, the reservations system in India is clearly an equality of outcome program. one

that relies on quotas and set-asides. The rationale behind India's llffinnative action

policies originates from two ideas. First, there is the idea of diminishing caste and giving

those suffering under that system a chance to participate fully in Indian society. Perhaps

this came out of the Indian struggle for equality and independeoce from British colonial

rule. Second, bringing equality to the lower castes oould � be -, as a way to bring

the Indian people together as a fonn of nation building. That's why its the llamers of the

Indian Constitution and not that the SC/STs themselves who rose up to demand

1

preferential policies and reservations (Tummala, 1999).

I

Oddly coough, it

Rcservatiom were • part of Indian pcnunenl CVCD. bef
ore indqx'ndeooc

for both lower cutes and clas&CS in the hop: that the file of•
tii.vidc and rulc'and

lower caste

1bc Briaisb

UltltlWOCd (IIIOtas

rule WOllld scrve lhe priaciple cL

bclp to solicify British cooool in India (Kahane, l 99S)."
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was the

leaders of the lower castes who opposed the idea of reservations for their own people.

Kansas State University professor, Krishna K. Tummala ( 1999) writes that this

opposition occurred, "partly due to their commitment to democracy and its equality

principle and partly due to some f
ear that caste and religious divisions would worsen the

existing

social divide."

For the small minority who protested preferences, Dr.

Arnbedkar felt that if the

lower cutes "accepted majority rule, minorities deserved some safeguards (Tununala,

1999)." He also added that, 'minorities are an explosive force' with the potential to ••blow

up the whole fabric of the state (Tummala,

1999)." Ambedkar seems to suggest here that

minorities are needed from the nation building perspective to participate because if their

needs arc ignored they could push for more

extreme preferential policleS or cripple the

government with division during the fragile first years of independence.

With these ideals in mind, the framers of the Indian Constitution made a provision

to reserve 22.5% of all jobs and admissions slots for members of the SC/STs (Raman,

1999). The percentage used in the reservations was created by determining the proportion

of the

SC/STs to the general population (Raman, 1999). It should also be noted that

reservations for scheduled castes were only supposed to

be

a

short-term measure lasting

ten years. This has not been the case as evidenced by the numerous amendments

extending the policy.'

2

Sioce 19SO

tbeR

bu been si:venty-six amendments to

the extension ofrcscrv1tions include

the

ao. (1960),

the

(Vcp11Chedu.. n.d.).
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the

Conslitution of India.

21n1 (1969}

the

Amendments

rcgardiq

4S°' (1980) and the 62"" ( 1989)

Deciding what specific groups will be included in the reservations among the

Scheduled Cutes and Scheduled Tribes

met

with little resistance. It was fdt that places

should be reserved in Parliament and higher education for members of the Other

Backward Classes (OBCs) who were not included in the original SC/ST list. These

groups were considered to be socially and ritualistically inferior even though some were

quite wdl off financially (Tummala, 1999).

In 1978 the President of India initiated the Mandal Commission to look into the

inclusion ofOBCs in the reservations policy. When the Commission finished its work in

1980 a change in government caused the report to be ignored (Tummala, 1999).

However, when the government ofV.P. Singh came to power in 1990 it was announced

that the government would enact the Mandal Commission's recommendation to provide

the OBCs with an additional 2'1°/o reservation of jobs and admissions slots. This would

bring the total reservations up to around 50% in total. The agreed number of27% was

nm

based upon the OBCs percentage of the population. The Commission found that the

OBCs made up 52% of the population. Instead reservations were limited to 27% because

of a Supreme Court ruling slating that reservations only total SO% of all available

positions (Tummala, 1999).

The inclusion of the OBCs brings up two interesting points. One was that the

government of V.P. Singh used the inclusion of reservations for OBCs u a political ploy

to gain their favor and 52% of the vote. This would be enacted over and over again as

national and local politicians look to extend the reservation policy to tllclude not only

hiring but also promotion within jobs. Politicians realize the importance of extending
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such policies. Inclusion on reservations lists by lower castes and backward classes is so

fierce that a riot broke out killing 100 people when a grammatical error excluded one

caste group in the city of Nagpur in 1994 (Tummala, 1999).

Politicians who arc members of the SC/STs and OBCs also use the policy to hire

exclusively from their own castes and classes. This has caused an abuse of the system not

seen elsewhere. It has also caused an odd irony, in that the SCISTs and OBCs did achieve

political power to change their lot and have used that power to extend preferences instead

of ending reservations. It is no surprise that the number of SC/STs to be included in

reservations were increased in 1976 and 1987 for political reasons (Ncholo, 1994).

Therefore it could be reasoned that when the beneficiary group for a preference policy

makes up the majority of the population, their political power can cause the creation or

expansion of preference policies.

The second question concerns how does one determine who should be included in

reservations when more than half the population is poor or have been historically and

socially repressed? In 1953 the Backward Classes Commission "came to the conclusion

that seventy one percent of the population of India was socially and educationally

backward (Ncbolo, 1994)." The Indian Constitution does little to help on this matter since

it uses various terms to determine who should be considered in the Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes lists. The Indian Constitution uses the terms educationally, and socially

backward, backward classes, weaker sections of the people, among others. to describe

whom preferences should aid.
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Indeed, the high courts in India have found thal -• alone should not be the only

criteria when determining who shoukl get reservations. This has ca11sed some creative

benchmarlc, such

a,

considering income and occupation in order to malce sure the so

called "creamy layer" of the lower castes do nol derive all the benefits of preference

policies. This problem has created the idea of611ing reservation slots with the truly poor

� then the more economically well otf members of the lower castes, Finally some

Slates, like Uttar Pradesh have decided to divide quotas and rese,vation, into subsets

especially for the poor (BBC News "UP to Refonn," 2000).

This is interesting from an international perspective because it means that caste is

not the sole determinant of affirmative action in India. A delicate balance of mathematics.

income, occupation and educational achievement are aH included, making India's

affirmative action programs class based as wdl as caste based. The idea that the Afiican

American middle class enjoys the benefits of affirmative action in the U.S. over poorer

members of that minority clearly echoes the situatioo in India.

Perhaps what is needed in the U.S. is a formula that would take into

account

not

race as much as historical disadvantage. This could open up affirmative action not just to

Blacks, Hispanics and Asiaos but poo< and/or rural white students who have endured the

same economic and educatiooal hardship, as minorities, but who are shut out of

pref
erence programs. This would maJce U.S. prefCffllCe policies in higher education

harder to criticiz.e. Herc. the determination for who gets pref
erence is based on class

distinction and the degree or educatiooal and social "backwardness" to hom>w a term

from India, more so than race.
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R<Searc� Criteria (b): Strudlln, oft .. Policy

The structure of India's affirmative action law tells a lot about how well it serves

its people. The law is enlwloed because it is enslvined in the Indian Constitution and is

thus constructed as one law. However, frequent amendments in

the face of political goals

and in response to litigation gives India's reservations policies a patchwork f
eel as well as

problems with enforceability.

,,.,.. it is lllso nol surprising that Article IS(4) of the constitution was changed by

the First Amendment when the idea of preferential treatment for SC/STs was challenged

in litigation. This occurred

when

admission in favor of lower

a Brahmin

caste

student sued that

he w
as

denied

university

members in the case of the Stale of Madras v,

Charnt>akam Dorairajan (Ncholo, 1994; Pylee, 1960). The student argued that his denial

of admission violated Article 29(2) of the Constitution which stated that, "no citizen shall

be denied admiuion into any educational institution maintained by the state or receiving

IUd out of Slate funds on grounds of religion, race, cute, language or any of them

(Govemmenl oflndia Constitution, 1950)." The court agreed, stating that the individual

rights guaranteed in Article 14 and IS in the Fwxian-al Righls took precedence over

any preferential treatment the government wanted to provide under the Directive

Principles. This caused the government to amend the constitution, adding to Article IS(4)

the disclaimer lhal nolhing in Article 29(2) would preclude the prefc,enlial treatment of

the SC/STs (Ncholo, 1994).
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This shows that where preferential treatment laws are not enforceable, the law

itselfis changed to accommodate the government's reservation policy. It is also evidence

of the government's motivation to stick to the Directive Principles. However, such a

disclaimer is slightly dangerous. On one hand, the disclaimer is a good example to other

countries of how to accommodate equality principles while serving the needs of

minorities. On the other hand, changing the law frequently weakens it in the eyes of the

people, showing that when it is not enforceeble it wiU simply be changed. Such action

also gives a powerful tool to corrupt politicians who change the law to suit their needs.'

The language of India's preferential policies also plays a part in their success or

failure. One criticism is that the constitution uses varying tenns in discussing whom

reservations should cover. As was noted earlier in this chapter, the lerms backward

classes. weaker sections of people, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes all have been

used in legislation. Another problem is that "the constitution, in introducing the notion of

•socially and educationally backward class', does not define

it,

or try to define or set out

the guidelines for defining it and this has posed problems for the courts. (Ncholo, 1994)."

However, the exclusion of a definition was seen by the Drafting Committee of the

constitution as a way to keep the document flexible. Pratap Kumar Ohosh (1966) writes

in, The Constitution o
f India: How It Has Been Framed that "the expression 'backward

class of citizens' is vague . . . thus it i.s within the power of the State to declare from time to

111

'For example. lbc 86

Amendment to lbc CoDSlituuon, c:qwodcd re5CIYatioo. to promotion of SCISTs in

promotion u well as in biriog even though tllC Supreme Cowt ordered such rCICn'aUOIII end in 1997. It is

no surprise either that tbc Amendment came about in 1995 bef
ore tbc general election in 1996. Other
battles were foqht on overriding Supn::mc Court docisions to

Aop

the V.P. SiJllb and Narasimha Rao

aovcmmcms of incmuing reservations above SO% in education andjobs (Tumma.la, 1999).
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time who are the 'baclcward class of citizens'." Dr. Ambedkar, despite criticism tllll not

defining the terms would cause undue litigation, decided that it would be better f
or local

govenunent to decide such matters (Ghosh, 1966). Today, local goVfflll!IOllls can

determine who is covered in their own states and the President oflndia can also

detennine who should be covered by reservations.

While a constitution needs to be a living document. one that can be applicable

throughout the years, defining backward classes would go along way to malcing the

structure of the law clearer. This is something to consider for the U.S. as well. Since

people see affinnative action in the U.S. as a "black and white" issue, one that

predominately benefits Afiican Americans,. having a loose definition of who is eligible

for affirmative action in education, whether it be based on race, ethnicity or economic

background oould help show that many different groups benefit from such policies.

Raean:b Criteria (c): Implementation oftbe Policy

So how has India implemented its affirmative action programs? Have reserved

seats in higher education been helpful for members of the SC/STs and OBCs? Currmtly,

22.5% of all higher education admissions slots are reserved f
or the SC/ST,. They also

make up 24.56% of the population, which makes the reservations almost proportional to

their numbers in society [Census oflndia, 1991). Members oftbe OBCs have 27% of all

reservations, however they make up over 50% of the population u discussed earlier.

Unfortunately, despite reservations, these numbers don't always translate into

actual enrollments. Although current statistics were unattainable, research from the 1970s
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shows that more SC/ST students were enrolled in primary school than higher education

(Karlekar, 1983; Kahane, 1995). Still there was evidence ofa "gradual but still

disproportionate growth in disadvantaged students enrolled in higher education (Kehane,

1995)." In fact, SC/ST students were found to be underrepresented in 21 Indian states.

Only in the state ofKerala were SC/ST students over-represented by our measurement

guidelines. SC/ST students made up 30% of enroUments in this state and also enjoyed

great academic success as well (Kehane, 1995).

In order to make sure that SC/ST students take advantage of the reservations

offered to them, the government oflndia through the University Grants Commission and

the Ministry of Education have initiated numerous programs to assist students. Some of

these programs have an equality of opportunity structure in addition to the quotas of the

reservation system. Perhaps this is an indication that quotas arc not enough when it

comes to increasing diversity.

Equality of opportunity programs are necessary to train

and prepare students to take advantage of the reservation system.

Equality of opportunity and equality of outcome programs that do not use quotas

in India include awarding post-matric scholarships, fellowships, the provision of hostel�

pre-examination training centers and remedial coaching centers to assist students with

their academic work after enrolling in school. The necessity for remedial coaching

centers may be the result of the relaxed entrance exam requirements by the govenunent.

SC/ST students are also provided relaxation for up to 10"/o of cut off nwb for

fellowships and acholarships (Minist<y of Education-Higher Education, 2001).

In

addition to these provisions. the government has set up I 03 SC/ST Cells in universities.
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These ceUs monitor implementation of the reservation policy ••to ensure effective

implementation of various schemes like appointment, recruitment, (and)

accommodation," for SC/ST students and faculty (Univmity Grants Commission, 2002).

Author and scholar Reuven Kahane also notes that India has provided access to its

growing studen1 body by increasing the number of colleges and universities in the

country ( 1995). Contributing to this idea is the fact that India has seen its higher

education system increase twenty-five fold since independence in 1947 (Ministry of

Education-Higher Education, 2001 ).

Of course there is a similarity here between the

British and Indian experience in that a large number of the minorities attending schools

are attending local colleges and universities. Keeping minorities in local schools means

they are not likely to bring much diversity to those prestige schools.

This idea was corroborated in a research study by Suma Chitna. The study

revealed that on an A to D scale of higher education institutions, ('A' representing

prestigious schools and 'D' representing lower level schools) that 76% of SC/ST students

were enrolled in 'D' schools (Kartekar, 1983). Only 5% of students were enrolled in •A'

level schools (Karlekar, 1983). Chitna also found that despite reservation policies SC/ST

students were also underrepresented in graduate and post-graduate schools as well as in

medical engineering colleges. Data on 57 medical and engineering colleges and

universities showed that not one single SC/ST student was enrolled (Karlekar, 1983).

Research also showed caste students were "more likely to be trained for inferior technical

jobs than the higher professions like medicine and engineering (Karlekar, 1983)."
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Raen'.atioal Pelicia: and Faculty

Over 76, 587 teachers were listed as part oflndia's university system in 2000.

However a small percentage belonged to SC/ST member.; (Ministry of Education-Higher

Education, 200 I). Although specific oumbers were not given by the Ministry of

Education they have put forth their commitment to «remedy the non-fulfillment of the

prescribed quota for SC/ST in teaching positions (Ministry of Education-Higher

Education, 200 I)." Perhaps the reasons fur the non-fulfillment of quotas can be traced

back to the low retention of students at the university level and their difficulty in attaining

entrance into graduate schools.

The Ministry of Education has initiated a number of programs to help remedy the

situation. They have created a central pool database of eligible SC/ST candidates in order

to recommend them for teaching positions in universities and colleges. The information

has been made available to four universities and six colleges in 1999 and 2000 (Ministry

of Education-Higher Education, 2001 ). It is hoped that such a list may be made available

over the Internet. This is an idea that has also been developed in the United States as

well. Another Indian initiative used in the U.S. is through offering fellowships to SC/ST

teaching candidates, 20 fur Ph.D. work and 30 fur M. Phil (Ministry of Education-Higher

Education. 200 I). This is done to help provide "research opportunities to teachers of

affiliated colleges (Ministry of Education-Higher Education, 2001 ). "

SC/ST teaching candidates are also offered coaching classes to prepare them fur

the National Eligibility Test or NET. In addition to coaching classes, teaching candidates

are also offered a relaxation of qualifying marks on the NET. Such programs fur faculty
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and growing disenchantment with res«vations f
or both faculty and students hsve caused

widespread backllsh and problems, as we will investigate further in the next section.

Rnarch Criteril (d): Perceptio• oftlle Polley by tbe Public

India's system of reservations has seen much backlash in recent years by

members of the forward classe, and especially by members of the Brahmin caste. When

the Manda! Conmtission's recommendations were enacted giving OBCs 27"/,

reservations, there were widespread protests. Another protest recently occurred when the

University of Delhi announced

its

intention to hire 22.5% faculty who belonged to the

SCISTs to keep in line with the Indian Constitution.

Out of the 7,000 faculty working at

the univenity, only 150 are lower caste member., (Overland, 2001 ).

In order to fulfill this commitment, the university will need to hire 1,400 lower

caste

faculty. The

Teacher's Union

announcement was immediately fought

who

by

the

University of Delhi's

f
eel that reserving so many jobs will act as a deterrent f
or higher

caste students to seek graduate school, since they will f
ear no jobs will be available to

them upon gnduation. President of the Teacher's Union, Shyarn S. Rathi states that it

could take up to seven to ten years f
or the 22.5% goal to be reached (Overland, 2001).

Brahmin students hsve also protested reservations in general by engaging in self

mutilating violence.

Numerous lawsuits have been brought forward to test the

constitutionality of such laws. Besides protests and lawsuits, reservations have also given

member., of the SC/STs and OBCs new political power while Brahmins seek better

representation from political parties to balance out reservations.
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Another bacldash in India is that reservations have also created a brain drain in

the COW!lty. Brahrnin students, frustrated that they must compete for only 50% of

available univenity -s are going abroad to study (Mkra, 1999). For example, more

than 10% oflhe top ranked students at the Delhi School of Economics leave India lo do

their graduate work (Mitra,

1999)

The statistics are even worse at the Indian Institutes of

Technology whe<e "roughly 20'/o of graduates go abroad to continue their studies (Mitra,

1999)." It is no surprise !hat the majomy do not return. This is a shame u India is losing

some ofils brightest stars who ooold attribute 10 improving its economy.

goverrunent's response to

The

backlash against reservations and their refonn has basically

fallen on deaf ears. Because

the issue is such a pol.itica1 trump card for politicians

courting the lower caste vote, it looks like backlash against the issue will never be dealt

with properly.

CnduffOII

India has chosen to focus oo equality of outcome measures as a way ofincreasing

the number of minorilies in their

higher education system. However, it does have equality

of opportunity measures 10 help SC/ST and OBC students and potential faculty take

advantage of the reservation system. The rationale f
or equality of outcome measures for

SC/STs and OBCs came out oflhe need to redress the injustices of the caste system,

nation building, and as a way to help lower and backward castes and classes to compete

with f
orward castes. India's prefemioe policies are guaranteed under one law, namely lhe

Constitution. Regording stNClute, problems with language and enforceability are curbed
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by llllClldiog the constitution. Despite the reservation of admission slots, the ..,rnbe, of

SC/STs attending higher education institutions is low.

regards to SC/ST and OBC faculty.

ThiJ trend was also continued in

Public opinion showed that prOlests by forward

castes were often ignored by government because of the voting power of the beneficiary

group. This case study also saw that when the beneficiary group makes up the majority of

the population, their political influence in the coonuy can be used to create and expand

preference programs. It is also a seductive lure f
or politicians to abuse the policy.in favor

of getting votes. In fact. now there is pressure f
or the government to extend reservations

to the private sector as globalization shrinks public sectors across the world (Devraj,

2000).

In India, equality of outcome polici'" have not been successful in putting SC/ST

and OBCs in higher education as students and faculty. In fact, it has also lowered the

number of f
orward caste students enrolled in lndian universities. This causes a brain drain

in the country as these students seek education and employment abroad.

Lessons f
or the U.S. include the creaJ:ion of pre-examination training centers, and

the creation of affirmative action cells at universities to make sure affirmative action

policies are implemented correctly. From lndis also comes the idea ofa c1us based

admission system since caste is not the only detennining faclor f
or whom among the

SC/STs and OBCs.

Here criteria include income, OC<Upation, and educational

achievement. This would have to be adjusted to fit the U.S. situation with weahh

replacing income to avoid the problems Dalton Conley lddreasea in his worlc on class

based admissions. Also, occupation does not have the same rdcvance in India where

11

lower castes are often ,ubjugated to certain

specific lowly ocaipations. Because of this,

occupation is a good indicator of who can qualify as a beneficiary group in India. This

may not be so in the United States.

As

a

final thought, in some way the old British idea of divide and rule has

occurred in India. The lower castes dominate govemmenl offices, and elections.

However, they use this power to make caste more pcrmanent while widening the rift

betwocn forward

and backward castes

and dosses
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CBAPTER7

South Africa

••trvd•<Jln

South Africa is ri�ng out of the shadows of apartheid. So how does the country

move forward, heal old wounds and redistribute resources? South Africa has decided to

pursue preferenu policies to ensure that Africans are able

the labor market and on university campuses.•

comes

10

10

take their rightful places in

Being the new kid on the block when it

designing and implementing preferenu policies, whar has South Africa learned

from the experienus of other countries? How have they applied 11- lessons lo their

own experience and what can we learn from

action programs are in their infancy. h is

still

it?

Even though South Africa's affirmative

possible f
or the U.S. to learn from their

programs in higher education.

South Afriq1 LegislllioP

The 1996 Constitution of the Republic ofSoulh Afiica is one of the most

progressive constitutions ever. The document includes a Bill of Rights, whose Equality

section in Article 9 Section I states that:

(I) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right
to equal protection and benefit of the law

(3) The stale may not unflirly discriminate din:ctly or indirectly

as-inst
sex,

anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender,

pregnancy,

marital status., ethnic or social origin, colour,

4

Those ooasidcred African in Soulb Africa include

bias. oolowcds and Aaians rcapcctivdy.
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sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief,
adture, language and birth.

(Republic of South Africa, 1996)

Here the Bill of Rights gives notice that Ill people are equal hefore the law. Because of

apartheid, the article makes sure that the state cannot discriminate against citizens.

However, the government does leave the door open for affinnative action in Article 9

Section I (2) which states, "to promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other

measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged

by unfilir discrimination may he taken (Republic of South Africa, 1996)." The

Constitution of the Republic of South Aftica also speaks to equality in education in the

Constitution when it states in Article 29 (I) that:

Everyone has the right:

(I) b.) to further education, which the state, through reasonable
measures. must make progressively available and accessible.

(2) . . . In order to ensure the effective access to, and implementation

of. this right, the state must consider all reasonable educational
alternatives, including single medium institutions, taking into account

a.) equity;

b.) practicability; c.) and the need to redress

the results of past racially discriminatory laws and practices.

(Republic of South Africa, 1996)

The education section of the South Afiican Constitution does not lay out plans for

affirmative action in education. Instead, it insures that everyone is entitled to an equal and

fair education in response to the separate education systems for blacb,. coloureds and

Iodians created under apartheid through the Blll!U Education act of 1953. (Mabokela,
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2000; Tununala, 1999). This was also true in higher education. There were the

Historically White Universities (HWUs), Aftibans and English language universities fur

whites, and the Historically Black Universities (HBUs) or bush universities set in the

homelands for blacks and other separate universities for coloureds and Indians.

Institutions for whites, coloureds and Indians were well funded. However, the same could

not be said for the HBUs which lacked funds, equipment and buildings.'

In addition to the South African Constitution, the ANC (Aliican National

Congress) created policies to create more access for black students in higher education

through the government's Green Paper on Higher Education,. then its

White Paper and

finally through legislation itself These documents show the government's strategy for

redressing past inequalities and providing better access to universities for black. students

and staff

Rajani Naidoo (1998) of Cambridge University writes that the government's

plans deal directly with equity and redress issues.

Equity and redress deal with increasing access for black students and faculty. The

White Paper and subsequent Higher Education Act realize that access needs to be

increased through more adult education programs. credit for other educational and life

experience in regards to higher education, more focus on technical schooling and through

better recruitment of black students and faculty (Department of Education, 1997). The

plans also call for the expansion of higher education institutions, including the merger of

some institutions and the closing of others that duplicate programmes better employed

s

1983,

the University

formerly

white

Ammendment

Act legalized admission of black, coJourcd and Indian students into

11nivcrsitirs (Mabok.ela, 2000).

After

this time the number ofblacb at historically

institutions began to rise slowly.
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while

dsewhere (Department of Education, 1997). With black students leaving the under

funded HBUs for Afrikaans and English speaking white institutions (V ergnani, 200 I), the

f
om. black institutions.,., the ones lacing closute and mergen.

Neither the White Paper nor the Higher Education Act calls f
or quotas as a way to

increase access

Instead, the design and implementation of access programs are left to

individual institutions. The White Peper states that,

"the

Ministry will require institutions

to develop their own race and gender equity goals and plans f
or achieving them, using

indicative targets f
or distributing publicly subsidiz.ed places rather than finn quotas

(Department of Education, 1997)." How well an institution achieves these goals is

directly to the

types

tied

of funding they will receive from the Department of Education. In a

recent repon, the National Committee on ffigher Education (NCHE) set the beochmarlc

for enrollment of African students, and hiring of African faculty as 400/. of student

enrollment and staff on campus (NCHE, 2002). This is below the percentage of Africans

in the genera.I population which stands at 75%. Perhaps this

was done

to case tensions

regarding affirmative action and higher education. II is a1,o interesting that the guidelines

for hiring faculty fall under the education policies and not the Employment Equity Act

which would call for a much higher percentage of black faculty.

Finally, South Afiica has enacted the Employment Equity Act in 1998. It stiles

th8I" 'prooouoced disadvantages' created by put policies

cannot

be redressed by a

simple repeal of past discriminllo,y laws (Tummala, 1999)." II calls for employment

equity and a diverse workforce. whlch is representative of society. To this end, the Act

calls f
or jobs in companies with more

than

50 employees to make sure their workforce is
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representative of the population. This means hiring 75% Africans. 500/o women and 5%

dillllblcd persons within a five-year timeframc (Tummala, 1999; Mutumi, 1998). Fines

include $100,000 U.S. dollars for the first year of non-rompliancc, SI 20,000 for the

second year which will increase up to $185,000 until the fifth year of non-compliance

(Mutumi, 1998). Finally, a Commission for Employment Equity was also set up to sec

that the law is enforced.

There are various affinnative action measures companies must make, writes

Kansas State University professor Krishna K. Tummala (1999), including "the

identification and removal of barriers which hinder diversity . . . [and] effons at training to

retain and develop" equitable representation (Tummala, 1999). Here the government is

careful to say that these measures were to be done through ••preferential treatment and

numerical goaJs but not with quotas (Tummala, 1999). In South Aftica, quotas seem to be

a dirty word.

Filldina bY Research Criteria

Research Criteria (a): Reason for the Initiation of the Policy

Like India, South Africa incorporates both equality of outcome and equality of

opportunity provisions in its constitutional framework.. The rationale for this is clear.

South Africa needs equality of opportunity measures to undo apartheid and end

discrimination. They also provide redress to Africans who suffered educational,

vocational and economic inequalities under apartheid. Finally, in order for Africans to be

full participants in South Afiican society, they create equality of outcome programs. This
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has another rationale. since putting more Africans in the workforce and in education will

help to end discrimination which is institucionalized in these areas.

The country's Employmcm Equity Act is clearly an equality of outcome policy.

However, its higher education goals at achieving equity on campus try to marry the

concepts of equality of outcome and equality of opportunity. While its focus is on putting

more blacks in higher education, it shies away from equality of outcome measures like

the reservation of admissions slots and quotas even though it could initiate them under

the rationale of redress. Instead.

the government lets the colleges and universities choose

their own ways of admitting and hiring more blacks.

South Africa's laws could have been much stronger and with more emphasis on

redress. The ANC draft Bill of Rights included an article on Positive Action which, "not

only permits but actually requires positive action by the state to pursue 'policies and

programmes aimed at redressing the consequences of past discrimination' (Sachs, 1992)."

How the changes were made or why could not be determined within the timeframe for

1his research project, but

it

is possible

that

the changes were made by the ANC to

accommodate the views of those opposed to a hard stance on preference policies.

R....rch Criteria

(b):

Structure of

the

Policy

The government seems to create specific affirmative action laws and policies in a

piecemeal fashion instead of having one all-encompassing law. ln higher education.

affirmative action is not a law but a guideline or benchmark tied to university funding. As

noted earlier, even if South Africa does not adopt a specific law for higher education
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regarding affirmative ac6on, it could create one down the road, especially as the
'
beneficiary groop is the majority population of the country. Separating the laws seems to

work for South Amca, providing an interesting balance in dealing with prc{erence.

l...anguage does prmenl a problem in the structure of South Africa's Constitution

since the framers did not define what constitutes "unfair disaimination." Perhaps this

was done so as to avoid a laundry list ofunfair discrimination that might

not

cover a.I.I the

bases. Fair discrimination is interpreted as affirmative action polK:ies., but one person's

view of fair discriminalion may be considered unfair to aoother person. This will give the

courts a field day determining what exactly the state means by unfair disaimination.

The other problem with langll88') regards who is considered to be African or

black in South Afiico. Under the old apartheid system, Africans were divided into the

categories blacks, coloureds and Indians. Although preference policy laws like the

Etnpoyment F.quity Act call for represeotation of Africans in the wort:placc,

most

employers have taken this to mean hiring more blacks, leaving coloureds and Indian

South Afiicans out of the pmccss. Employment agencies report that companies pressure

them into sending black clients f
or jobs as they want black f
aces to show they are not

discriminatory ("Affinnative AClion," 199S). Employment agencies say that coloureds do

get jobs, "but only if Afiican applicants do not have the required skills, or the potential to

learn them ("Affinnative Action," 199S)." This has caused a strain of relations bcrwecn

coloureds and blacks, as people fight over who is truly included in preference policies.

Being covered by a preference policy is so important in South Africa 1ha1 coloureds who

8S

passed for white under apartheid, are using their mixed heritage to claim employment as

blacb in South Africa today (Twnmala, 1999).

One area where South Aftica is very specific is within the Employment Equity

Act. Jt names specific provisions to be taken, sets time limits, introduces fines for non

compliance and sets �p a commission to oversee that the law is enforceable. However,

enforcing the higher education access policies ofindividual universities can be difficult.

It is hard to know exactly what universities are doing, especially in hiring more black

faculty. However, the Department of Education has a unique way of enforcing the law,

by restricting financial contributions to universities that don't enact such policies.

Researc� Criteria (c): Ulpleme•tation at South African Univenities

With South Africa in the early stages ofits preferential policies, it is hard to make

a final determination on whether programs are working. However, there are statistics

reftecting higher enrollment oombers for black students on campus. Linda Vergnani

(2001) of the Chronicle o
f Higher &iucaJion reports that, "since the end of apartheid, the

proportion of black students has increased by 18 percentage points-to 71 percent of the

nation's student population." This still falls short ofblacks representation in the

population, which stands at 75% to Tl'%. This rise in 18 percentage points is up from the

period of 1986 to 1993 when the percentage of black or African students rose 14%

(Department of Education, 1997). Despite the high percentage of Africans at univenities,

including the former HWUs, the stark reality is that the 71% of higher education students

are drawn from a smaller pool of 15% of college aged black South Afiicans. Education
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Minisrer f
or Sooth Africa, Kader Asma! has a new plan which it is hoped will raise the

participotion rate from ISY, to 20'/, over the next ten to fifteen years (Vergnani, 2001).

Anolhcr interesting poi,. is that the participation rates for whites in Sooth African

higher education has decreased from 700/o to 47-/o in the same time frame. White students

arc instead, attending private universities and education overseas (Vergnani, 2001). It

should also be noted that enrollmenr rares of Africans at the former HBUs also decreased

sharply, as rruch as 22% in the last two years (Vcrgnani, 2001).

Colleges and univeBitics, under the Department of Education's guidelines are

producing various ways of increasing the number of Ame.an students on campus. Some

of these initiatives include recognizing during the admissions process that lower test

scores by African candidates may be the result of poor schooling. Universities then offer

remedial classes to oven:ome lhese disadvantages (Vergnani, 2001; Ramphele, 1995).

Another approach developed by the University of the Western Cape offers admissions to

students with lop scores first, basically an A or B aggregate. Then it offers ''80'/o ofrhe

places on a random basis, drawing from a pool of applicants with the basic minimum pass

(Lolwana, Gamble, and Klllfchik, 1995)."

South African institutions all try to shy away from the use of quotas. Instead,

institutions like the University of Natal use outreach programs to improve math and

science education f
or blaclt students. It has created outreach programs to also help tlllin

teachen. Ms. Brenda Gourley, a Vice Chancdlor at the Univenity of Natal, a former

HWU, states that "management tries not to use racial quotas. But does take race into

acrounl in admissions (Vergnani, 2001)."
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The English spealcing University of Cape Town ha., -, an increase in Alncan

students from I 5,,, in 19&4 to 43% in 1995. The univmity olso stcen away from quotas.

The

SU<U&&

f
or the change in student profiles is discussed by funner V
ice Chancellor of

the university, Mamphela Rampltele (1995). She writes that the university employs three

different policy interventions to bring more African students to campus. These include

their admissions policy, the extension of financial aid. and more student housing

(Ramphele, 1995). Through the admissions policy, the university loob to identify and

attract the best students "irrespective of color, geodes, or educational background as

measured by their previous educational performance al school or another lertiary

institution (Rarnphele, 1995) ." The university also seeks students who have the potential

to succeed but who may

not

have "had the educational experience to provide them with

opportunities to demonstrate their abilities (Ramphele, 1995). » To help bring these

students up to speed and protect academic standards, the university developed an

Alternative Admissions Research Project. The project ha., developed tools to test a

applicant's ability in math. and English, two areas which correlate how well

I

student

will succeed at the university.

The univenity ha., also created the Academic Development Program, which looks

to ensure students accepted to the university graduate. This is done by creating a

supponive environment at the university f
or Ame.an students. Second, there is curriculum

reform and restructuring to "ensure diffemttly prepared students en<er counes at the right

level (Ramphele, 1995)." Third, within this framework, foundation courses are created

f
or students who need extra learning before they take core classes. "In some cases oore
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classes are extmded by six monlhs to a year to allow time f
or the oonsolidation of a more

solid foondalion (Ramphde, 1995)." Flllally, the univeroity helps support the

devdoprner< and mastering of writing skills by having students attend the Writing Center

on campus and the Prof
essional Communications unit (Ramphele, 1995).

While some of

these initiatives are enacted by the United States as well, these programs provide the

impetus f
or creativity in the design of access programs.

Stiff Pro1i1a • Soat� Afriwl llaivonides

Unfortunately, lhe rising statistics in student enrollment do not reflect the

ernploymem ofblack academic staff in South Africa. Cumntly, statistics show that the

number of blaclc: academic staff members in South Afiican universities has increased

from 13% in 1993 10 20',4 in 1998 (Vergnani, 2001). To be representative, this falls short

by more than 50%.

For some perspective on these statistics, one can look at the faculty

composition of the former HWUs. At the University ofNatal, whites still make up as

much as 92"
,4 of the faoulty (Vergnaoi, 2001). Brenda Gourley of the university says that,

"We arc battling 10 gel senior black stalL.[bul] it's so difficult. first ofal� the salaries in

academia don't begin 10 match thoee in government and industry (Vergnani, 2001)." This

is a fiuniliar complaint among the

rormcr HWUs,

who stale they cannot compete with

industry f
or talented black academic staff where signing bonuses include BMWs

(Thompson, 1999). There is also the complaint that there are simply just low rumbcrs of

blaci. acodcmics period. This is despite the fact that many high level academics at the

former HBUs mi3ra1od 10 higher paying white universities after apartheid. Citing the low
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numben of black student enrollment in masten and doctoral degree programs, many

former HWUs 11ill hire whites.

Researcher Reitumetse Obakeng Mabokela (2000) takes a look at this phenomena

by studying the faculty diversification programmes at former HWUs', the University of

Cape Town and the University of Stellenbosch.

Mabokela found lJ1.11.1 �ite U�

initiatives,. selection committees were dominated by white males who continued to recruit

Slaff through the same methods. When black s,aff were on committees, they tended to be

tokens and since there were so f
ew black academics on campus, the same professors are

often overused.

Another trend at the University of Cape Town was 1hat the selection

committees felt all they needed to do was to make an effort to search f
or black faculty.

"Basically all they have to do is to report that they have tried very hard to look for one,

and one was not found, and we therefore have to employ a white candidate. It is a

difficult situation because until we have evidence to refute the results of the search. we

have to take their word for

ii

(Mabokela, 2000)."

Retention is aJso a problem. This is due to the culture of the institution, especially

if it is reluctant to change and to provide a supportive environment f
or black staff.

A

black academic at the UNvcrsity of Cape Town noted, "one ofmy colleagues said to me.

'if y
ou

don't like it here, why don't you go into the private sector or government;

they

have lots of opportunities for blacks' (Mabokda, 2000)."

Al the University of Stdlcnbosoh, the situation was worse, as the university did

not even have an equal opportunity office. The university spent more time in nurturing
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Students within their own university for teaching positions. This stenunod from

I

rear that

hiring outside faculty would lower the standards of the university (Mabokela, 2000).

Perhaps South Afiica could borrow some practices from Great Britain with their

targeted job announcements. Former HWUs looking to increase access could place

announcements with a South African Teachers Union, black professional organizations,

and graduate student associations in various universities to attract bright black faculty.

Other opportunities in effect at South African Universities such as sponsoring and

funding research and sabbatical projects by black academic staff should also continue aod

be developed further. Changing the cultural environment of a university will also be

necessary even though it is the most difficult thing to achieve.

Research Criteria (d): Perception oftbe Policy by tlle Public

Now that apartheid has ended and South Afiica looks towards reconciling the

violent divisions of the past, how do its citiz.ens feel about preference policies? It is to be

expected that some whites in South Atiica, feeling threatened by the new order, would be

displeased with preference policies, especially as the Constitution embraces ideas of

equality. However, opinion polls peif
ormed by the Marldlata Omnibus group in 1994,

1996 and 2000 on affinnative action (this is the tenn used in the poll) showed intriguing

results.

In a post election survey in 1994, the survey found that 61% ofvcters, including

52% of Africans, felt that appointments should be made using merit only, "even if some

people do not make progress as a result (MarkOmnibus Survey, 2000)."
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The survey wu given again in 1996 and 2000. Results showed that ethnicity,

language and income had a great influence on respondents

fee1inss. In

1996, white

Ambner opinion wu "massively hostile to affirmative IC!ion (Marl<Omnibus Survey,

2000)." However, after a allinnative action public relation, csmpaign, the 2000 survey

found Iha! 1 1 % of White English speaking South Africans supported strong affirmative

action measures and only Jr;. strongly opposed the policy (Mari<Omnibus Survey,

2000). That is just half the number who opposed the policy in 1996. This is a

"considerable victory for the government" and shows that "in pqclice whites have learnt

to live with a degree of affinnalivc action (MarkData Omru
l>u
s Survey, 2000)." The

Asian or Indian population also remained hostile to affirmative action while number of

Coloureds favoring extreme affinnative action measures were halved from 14% in 1996

to 7% in 2000 (MarkOmrulJus Survey, 2000).

Perhaps the biggest surprise in the survey came from African respondents. It was

f
ound that those in favor of extreme affirmative action policies declined from JO'!. to

2r;. (Mark Omnibus Survey, 2000). SwprisiQ(!ly, the number of Afticans who oppose

affirmative action grew from 41% to 51%(Mark0mnibus Survey, 2000). It was found

that Afiicans in opposition to affirmative action were also those who reported low or no

income at all. While those Africans most in favor of affimauive action were the black

middle class (MarkOnuul>us Survey, 2000).

The survey also reports that those who

favored the most extreme f
orms of affirmative action also cune from the top lwo income

groups.
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So even thoush preference policies in South Africa usist the minority sroup, they

are most likely going to help the privileged among that minority who have the skills and

education necessary to take over positions that were held by whites (MarkOmnibus

Survey, 2000). Therefore, poor Africans are not likely to support legislation in which the

country's black middle class becomes more powerful while they are left behind. Another

reason for this data is that during apartheid, blacks were tausht that appointments ahould

only be made on merit not race. when white Afiikaners filled the civil service and

snvemment with their own racial group (MarkOmnibus Survey, 2000).

After the 2000 survey,

it

was found that while more Africans opposed affirmative

action, the subgroup most hostile to the policy were now those in the upper income levels

(MMkOmnibus Survey, 2000). Only the middle income group favored affirmative action

for blacks. This shift in thinking among the black upper classes may stem from their

desire to prove that their success was gained by their own merit and not by affirmative

action.

Cooclulon
South Africa is a land of change. innovation and paradox when

it

comes to

affirmative action policies. Their Constitution upholds equality of opportunity and

preference policies. However, the country has engaged in equality of outcome mcaaures

based on the ideas of redress, discour8j!ing present day discriminstion, and reversins the

educational and employment inequalities of Africans. The structure of the country's

employment affirmative action laws are well structured and enforceable. However. the
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higher educatK>II policies are loosely structured and autonomy is given to institutions to

create their own ...,... progrmna. Policieo � enfurcod through tyi113 tbo univenities

efforts to fundi113.

All programs implemented took race into ICCOW!t, but many

universities only admitted blacks with lower test scores after top students (regardless of

color) had been admitted. "I'he numbers of blacks enrolled in higher education is almost

representative to their percentage of the population. This is correlated to the former

HWUs' access programs, and the influx of black students from HBUs after apartheid.

Due to institutional discrimination and in some ways a tight labor market. the number of

African faculty still remains low. Public opinion showed that after a public relations

campaign, Aliikaner and English speaking whites are slowly coming around to

preference policies while poor and middle class blacks are now against these measures.

Lessons for the U.S. include universities creating their own testing measures for

students with low test scores to assess if they can do college level work, offering

foundation courses and creating a supportive university environment. South Africa

engaged programs similar to ones used in the states to hire more minority faculty. These

ideas included having more diverse selection committees, strengthening the number of

minority students in graduate programs, and recruiting faculty from existina graduate

students.
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CHAPTERS

Fladlep

Introduction

Now that we have sketched a picture of preference policies and higher ed<Jcation

in Great Britain, India and South Africa, how do these findings compare or contrast with

each other? Can equality of opportunity programs be successful in ina-euing eccess to

higher education for minorities? This chapter looks at all these questions, as a way to

provide ideas to policymakers and universities for ways to increase diversity at U.S.

universities.

lntroductm:

S,11111n

This study asked what types of preference policies countries implemented to

redistribute educational resources, equality of opponunity or equality of outcome

measures?

Grat Britain with its positive action policies held f
ast to equality of

opportunity programs (training and development initiatives) which were volunuuy fur

ernployeni

It had no formal higher education preference program,

have been playing with div�ty programs to get

moo,

althou8h universities

lower income and Slate school

students on campus. These initiatives focused on equality of opportunity measures.

India adopted extreme equality of outcome measures (quotas, reservations,

relaxation oftesting marks etc) where 50% of admissions slots were reserved f
or SC/ST,

and OBCs.

South Africa fell in the middle. It has strong equality of outcome provisions

f
or employment that use quotas but their education policies gave univenities autonomy to
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create their own access policies. The policies tended to use more equality of opportunity

uxl equality of outcome measures that used benchmartcs insteod of quotas.

The research question asked if equality of opportunity progrllTIS would be better

at enrolling and hiring minorities in higher education than equality of outcome measures

with its quotas and extreme backlash? In some ways this idea held true, as it was Great

Britain with its equality of opportunity programs that reached the goal of putting more

minorities into higher education than their percentage of the population. In this way.

equality of opportunity programs were more successful than the equality of outcome

programs of say India, which had low SC/ST and OBC numbers for both students and

faculty.

South Africa also had a high percentage of minorities enrolled in higher

education. Its affinnative action policies in higher education seem to he a mix of both

equality of opportunity and equality of outcome measures. South Africa has benchmarks

for the percentage of minorities they want to see in higher education, which borrows from

equality of outcome, but it lets the universities choose their own diversity programs,

which tend to favor more equality of opportunity measures. Both South A.fiica and Great

Britain's programs provide good lessons for the U.S .• which will be discussed below.

However, it is difficult to say ifthls success can be attributable solely to equality

of opportunity programs in Great Britain. Other factors such as the higher concentration

of minorities at local universities and the expansion of the higher education system all

played a role in

increasing the number of minorities CN"Olled at university. Also. in Great
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Britain as in all the countries studied, minorities were not as visible at the countries'

prestige schools.

In general, the percentage of minority students C1V01ied in higher education was

much higher than the number of minority faculty hired in all the countries studied.

Reasons for this trend included institutional discrimination and the f
ear that hiring

minority faculty would bring down the reputation of the university. It was found that

efforts to hire more minority faculty matched efforts by the United States.

It was also found that rationales for affirmative action programs other than redress

coold be successful and cut down on backlash. These included avoidance of present day

discrimination and overcoming the economic and educational disparities of minorities so

they could compete equally with the majority group. This type of rationale was most

successful in Great Britain when it was combined with equality of opportunity programs.

Investigating the structure oflaws found that South Africa and India had equality

measures in their constitutions, which still allowed for preference policies. Great Britain

does so in the Race Relations Act.

Looking at the structw-e of preference policies also

answered another study question, rwnely, if one affinnative action law was more

successful than a string of executive orders and court decisions. Great Britain created one

law in the Race Relations Act which was successful. However, South Africa created

affirmative action laws in a piecemeal fashion which also showed success.

At the beginning of this project one of the big questions

to

be answered concerned

whether affirmative action policies were a viable way to distribute resources to

minorities. The answer is mixed. The poor of many beneficiary groups lose out, never
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seeing the direct benefit of preference progmns.

In this way the lawa fail to help the

very groups they are meant to assist. This is why affirmative action is such a catch-22.

Without it, mioorities would be much worse off, however, it does not help all the

intended beneficiaries. Solutioos to this problem include structuring laws so that the

poorest among the beneficiary groups experience the benefit of affinnative action

programs,

Fiadi•a br Raeardt Criteria

This study also investigated what roles the rationale for a preference policy plays

in its success. Rationales included redress for past injusti� using preference policies as

a way to deal with the economic and educational inequalities created by past injustices.

ending past discriminatlOn, and eradicating present day discrimination. In all the

countries studied, a combination of rationales were used for preference policies.

Not surprisingly, it was discovered that when redress was the primary rationale,

there was a connection to extreme backlash by non-beneficiaries. In Great Britain, the

primary rationale was the avoidance of present day discrimination. Here, backlash was

minimal and complaints against the policy were by minorities who wanted

include equality of outcome measures.

it

extended to

So it is possible to have a different rationale than

redress and still have a successful pref
erence policy. Perhaps the U.S. needs to put more

focus on avoidance of present day discrimination for its policies and couple this with a

shift &om equality of ootcome ITIC85Ures that use quotas to equality of opportunity

programs.
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Investigating the structure of preference policies f
ound that equality of

opportunity programs focused on trainiog minorities to attain the skills they woold reed

to compete equally with whites. Equality of ootcome provisions were structured to

include everything from quotas in admissions and hiring, relaxation of passing marks for

entrance exams and coaching programs. Great Britain's equality of opportunity measures

were structured under one law, the Race Relations Act. It could only be enacted under

specific conditions, namely the absence of new minority hires within a cenain time

frame. The law was voluntary. It alao proved to be enfon:eable, despite some weak

language in the law. Political will by whites in Great Britain keep the policy from being

expanded and works as way of enforcing and not expanding the law.

In India, the preference policies are structured through one law, the Indian

Constitution. Policies are involuntary. Weak language and its juxtaposition with the

constitution's equality clauses mirrors the U.S. experience. In order to make their

preference policies enforceable. the government has amended the Indian Constitution

after controversial lawsuits.

South Africa has a strongly structured employment preference policy, which

states that employers with over SO employees must have a workforce representative of

the population. The law is also enforceable through its fines structure for non-compliance

and the creation of a commission to oversee the correct implementation of the law. The

structure of the education provisions were looser and allowed for creativity by

universities. South Africa shied away from quotas when constructing their access policies

in higher education. By giving autonomy to the universities in implementing the
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programs, the government is trying to steer away from some of the backlash that

accompanies equality ofoutcome measures by putting some control of the policies in the

hands of the universities themselves.

Even though the countries studied take diverse approaches towards

implementation. some similar trends develop within this research criteria. One is that the

countries looked at implementing expansion of their higher education system as a way of

increasing access to minority students.

In India, increasing k,wer caste access meant

more of these students attending what would he junior or conunuoity colleges. In South

Africa. the situation is a littJe different. The nutmer of institutions were increased

because blacks were allowed greater access into former predominantly white institutions.

Increasing the size of the education system was very successful in increasing the number

of minorities in the countries studied, although not a viable option for the U.S.

Unfortunately.

it

was found that even when preference policies were

implemented, f
ew minorities attend prestige universities in the countries studied. In all

three countries there was a finding that there is sometimes a disconnect bccween the

policy enacted and the policies implemented by univenities. Even though universities

committed themselves to diversity on paper they shied away from implementing poltcies

out of f
ear that admitting and hiring minorities would lower their academic standards.

Discrimination on campus was also a deterrent to implementing preference policies. It

was also foond that discrimination still remaioed a subtle

part

of campus life for minority

students and faculty, even after preference policies were implemented.
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These cases suggest that the implementation of preference policies are more

oftoctive by universities when they include a merit component, protect their standards,

and gives them autonomy in choosing how students are coached, trained and selected at a

institution. Jn this way. South Afiica is a country to watch. since universities develop

innovative implementation policies to achieve diversity on campus. South Africa and

Groat Britain have olso developed programs taking merit into consideration that are worth

duplication. They are described fully in the "Lessons for the U.S." section.

When it comes to faculty development, a f
ear that hiring minorities would lower

academic standards was also seen. In all three countries. the numbers of minority faculty

were extremely low and below their representation to the genera) population.

In Great

Britain, the universities with the largest number of minority faculty were local colleges

and technical schools in urban areas like London. It was found that the institutional

culture at institutions also made hiring and retaining minority faculty difficult. A culture

of discrimination still existed on campus f
or both faculty and students in all three

countries even with anti-discrimination policies. especially in prestige universities. In

order to diminish discrimination on campus, universitiea must create a nurturing

environment for minority students and faculty, one that does not tolerate discrimination

in any form.

In South Ame.a. prestige universities often use the excuse there are too f
ew

minorities available. Then they go on to hire white faculty for positions. In order to

overcome a f
ear of hiring "outsiders" who may bring down standards, many South

IOI

African universities choose to cultivate their own black graduate students f
or lower level

teoching positions.

It was found that public opinion was firmly tied to the rationale of tho policy,

showing that there is a connection between the individual research criteria.

Countries

that used redress as its primary rationale, like India did see a backlash in public opinion.

However, because the beneficiary group is the majority of the population and has great

voting influence, the concerns of the forward castes were basically ignored. Instead, the

forward castes protest with their f
eet,

seeking education and employment outside India.

This same phenomenon occurred in South Africa as well. However, the backlash

against South Africa's preference policies was diminished somewhat by the public

relations campaign massed there. After the campaign, the number of Afrikaner and

English speaking Whites opposing affirmative action declined slightly. There was more

back.lash against the employment law with its equality of outcome measures than with the

education provisions, which more resemble equality of opportunity concepts in design.

In Great Britain, baclclash by tho majority group was extremely low and this can

be attributable to the f
act that their equality of opportunity policies are based on avoiding

present day discrimination. Therefore. it can be said that the success of affirmative action

policies are firmly connected to the public goodwill of the majority group. In Great

Britain, the goodwill of the majority allows f
or some positive action. In South Africa,

whites are coming around to the policy albeit slowly. In India, this idea is turned on its

head since the policy is kept in place by a majority that is also the beneficiary group.
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LcHou ror Ute U.S.
Sblftlac lbe Rllliooale r
or P...rerence Pollcla

In looking at a rationale f
or the policy, tho U.S. needs to shift f
ocus from redress

to avoidance of present day discrimination. The success of Great Britain being able to

have high numbers of minority students in higher education, shows that you don't need to

base equality of outcome polices on redress. You can base preference policies on

avoiding present day discrimination and as a way of achieving equity in the way

minorities and majority citizens of a country compete with each othec f
or valuable

resources. While it is difficult to change a rationale, shifting focus from redress to

avoiding discrimination could be done through a well plarmed public relatlOns program.

Shift From Usina Equality of Outcome to Equality of Opportunity Programs

A shift in focus regarding the rationale for preference policies should also be

coupled with a shift from equality of outcome measures with quotas to equality of

opportunity measures. Equality of opportunity measures were used in all countries and

were very successful when used by universities seeking state school students in Great

Britain. Measures such as pre-college training programs, standardi,.ed test cooching

centers for low income students, summer courses for admissions and standardized testing

credit and admissions points for students who have little college experience in their

family can all be utilized to increase access to higher education for minorities.

Using

equality of opportunity programs will also cut down on legal proceedings that equality of
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outcome policies entail and if structured properly could include lower income whites who

,ull'er the same educalional and employment disparities as minorities.

Vllll1

au.

BaHd or Hwtorical Disadvanta1• Plaas Instead

or Quotas

Using ideas from India and Great Britain, U.S. universities could create a class

based preference policy based on historical disadvantage. ln India, a mix of factors were

considered in detenniniag who should benefit from reservations including income,

occupation and family educational experience. In Great Britain, universities are looking

at giving preferences to students whose families have little or no history of higher

education. Structuring a preference program in this way would shift the focus away from

race and allow disadvantaged whites to take advantage of preference policies. This would

in tum cut down on backlash of preference policies on racial grounds.

Universities could create a list of historical disadvantages which

factor1 Jike:

attending

standardized testing

attending

college

scores,

institutes of

u a system to

school

higher education. This

training initiatives or

it could

admissions, although

stricken ar
ea, or

summer courses

also

f1as

no family

history of

list of historical disadvantages

to participate in

equality

who

should

thil would be less stable legally.
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could serve

of opportunity programs

f
or standardized testing

students

include

one that has historically low

level of family wealth, and little or

students

select

credit. Alternatively

in a poverty

could

like

pre

and admissions

be given preference in

University Created Tatiq Metkocb

Universities cao abo adopt their own

testins fllClhods

to determine if promising

candidates who do not have high SAT scores, can do college level work, like those

perfunned by the Univenity of Cape Town with their Alterative Admissions Research

Project. The program has been packaged for duplication elsewhere. This could work as a

system in addition to accepting SAT scores.

Here, universities woukl develop tests in

math and Engli,11 that �ment the academic level of their own unique universities to

determine ifthe students can do college level work.

Summer Training Courses for Adm.iaioas alld Staadanliud Test Credit

Alternatively. the U.S. could adopt some ofGrt.at Britain's summer coaching

classes where students do college level work and are graded on their projects by

professors from the university, especially in subjects they are interested in. This could be

difficult giveo the liberal arts nature of U.S. universities and the fact that in Gresl Britain

students are accepted to a department first bef
ore being accepted to the university.

However, it could be tailored to U.S. needs. Upon completion of the swnmer courses,

which could be done the summer of the students' junior year, successful students could

then earn points towards admissions or gain points added onto their SAT score.

Alternatively, because students in the U.S. apply to a groat number of colleges and

univcniti� it might be a good idea to even have an independent organi7.ation administer

the class similar to a Kaplan or Princeton Review type gtoup for a small fee. Then certain

colleges and universities accepting points from these programs could be chosen by

IOS

students.

In reality sud> programs could be the same as Advanced Placement programs

in which studalts earn credit in high school towards college work. Instead, the points are

awarded f
or admissions or SAT test scores. The same could work with graduate students

in ,pecific programs.

Transparency Bdweem U.S. 111d lntemational Univenities on Preference Policies

There were areas where international universities were enacting equality of

opportunity programs that were also used by the United States. Programs such as targeted

advenising for minority facuhy, pre-college training, mentoring, and nunuring minority

graduate students into teaching positions were enacted in the U.S as well as in the

countries studied. Even though the same programs are being used, perhaps some

transparency is necessary so that the U.S. and other countries can learn best practices

from each other. This could be done on a website that could be maintained inexpensively

by all concerned. Such an effort was made by the University of Maryland in the U.S.,

who serves as a clearing house on preference policies by U.S. universities. This program

could be enlarged to showcase the experiences of various international universities as

well.

lleYclopi•g A National Co.....,sus on Preference Policies

In order to improve public opinion on affirmative action, the U.S. needs

develop a national consensus on the subject.

to

This idea of developing a national

consensus comes from Krishna Tummala ( l 999) and is integral to success. Although
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painful, the U.S. needs to stop shirking away ftom affirmative action but disa,ss it

openly. Of course having meaningful dialogue is difficult when both sides are reluctant to

listen to lll)'lhing but their own arguments. However, �ng myth! about tho policy

and not squarely facing concerns can be disastrouJ f
or the success of the policy. For

example, even though South Africa mandates more hiring of faculty, some universities

there still do not implement state policy because they don't believe it will serve them

well.

To get over this diSCOMOCt between state and imRlernenur we must have dialogue.

Public Relations and Marl<etlog Campaig• for Prtr.,...ce Policies

The U.S. should also consider a public relations campaign f
or unveiling

affirmative action legislation and policy. It should focus on the rationale for the policy,

namely avoiding present day discrimination and explain the constitutionaJ nature of

programs being enacted. To be successful, the campaign should also look to break apart

myths about preference policies in the United States.

It ,should also give examples of

how affirmative action works and who it benefits.

This public relations campaign should not only be limited to the general public.

In order to create change and diminish discrimination

on

college � higher

education institutions must also be targeted. This could be done throogh worlcshop& on

divmity and discrimination. Such wooohops would also work well to explain the nature

of preference policies to admissions officers so they understand the law and implement it

correctly when creating preference programs of their own.
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CONCLUSION

For years, univ«Sities depended oo equality of '*1tcome style pref
e, ence

programs that wed quotas. The prograrm served the universities well, providing access to

higher education f
or minority students

Now U.S. universities are being forced to find

other programs to keep their classrooms and campuses 4iverse.

Our international neighbors offer many soh.Jtions·to U.S. policymakers and

universities. Equality of opportunity programs that f0ct1$ on pre-exam training. and

summer programs that offer bright students the opponunity to show they can do college

level work can be translated to into higher standardiz.ed testing and admissions points.

Class based initiatives focusing on historical disadvantage can help identify students in

need of training programs

When

it

comes to faculty recruitment, the countries studied and the U.S. engage

similar methods. However, all the countries can still

when

it

enstse

in discussing best practices

comes to faculty recruitment and admissions programs. In fact, the countries

studied could even benefit from each others initl8tives. South Afiica. who is struggling 10

find and hire black faculty can et!8ase in the wgeted advertising practices of the U.S.

and Great Britain. Or they could create a datahase of q-.li6ed black faculty looking for

careers in acadeinia Hke India did f
or prospective lower <iaste faculty.

Creativity is vital here to translate concepts and ideas into successful prograrm for

U.S. universities. Let the ideas presented in this thesis be a staning point for discussion

on how equality of opportunity programs can work to create a diverse campus. What is
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needed is discoune, patience and the ability to look beyond the vitriolic nature of debate

on affirmative action in the United States.

Change occun whether one likes it or not. U.S. univenities lftlll not see the legal

changes in affirmative action as limply a negative prospect that leaves them chained to

narrow legal interpretations of the law. Instead, univc�ies must look at this period in

U.S. affirmative action as an opportunity to stan fresh,

have the potential

to

fnd create

preference policies that

be legally sound and more succes,&,I than quotas.
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